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How to Read this Document 

About This Document 

This document contains a high-level analysis of the way(s) information is used within The Vermont Agency of Transportation.  It is a collaborative effort of the 
Readiness Assessment (performed by Hyland Software, Inc.), team discussions, on-site observations, conversations with Hyland and organizational interviews.   

Executive Summary State of Affairs Roadmap Strategy Investments Opportunities Appendix 

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4 Section 5 Section 6 

 Introduces readers to 
objectives of the study 

 Outlines executive call to 
action and first steps to 
consider 

 Provides key findings 
and value of those 
findings to the 
organization 

 Documents current state 

 Defines future state for 
the Vermont Agency of 
Transportation 

 Identifies maturity, risk, 
readiness and gaps to 
achieve future state 

 Demonstrates value of 
future state 

 Outlines activities 
needed to achieve future 
state 

 Provides timeframe for 
program 

 Showcases suggested 
prioritization for identified 
opportunities 

 Provides insight on 
investments for the long-
term program 

 Supports roadmap 
activities 

 Displays value of 
investments across the 
enterprise 

 Defines opportunity 
solutions for the high-
level program roadmap 

 Provides rationale and 
considerations 

 Breaks down and 
supports roadmap 
activities 

 Supplies supporting 
elements for program 
success 

 Includes best practices 
tailored to the Vermont 
Agency of 
Transportation 

 Demonstrates roadmap 
prioritization 

 Provides additional 
reference material 
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1  Executive Overview 

In 2003, The Vermont Agency of Transportation (“VT AOT”, “AOT”) introduced OnBase for the purpose of capturing, processing and storing select records for AOT 
to assist the collection of electronic records.  Today, AOT is interested in understanding the long-term benefits OnBase can provide, by leveraging baseline 
capabilities of the product, and expanding to more advanced features in the future.  One such project is the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Pilot Project 
which is planned to utilize OnBase to store and report on active federal project files.   

As a result, VT AOT engaged Hyland Software’s Enterprise Solutions Group (“Hyland”) to perform a Readiness Assessment on for AOT, which provides a high-level 
study of content, technology, people and processes within AOT.  

This evaluation process is needed to identify potential benefits of taking advantage of OnBase capabilities, while delivering a more strategic value for implementing 
and expanding OnBase solutions over time. In October 2016, VT AOT and Hyland began this process, which included one week of onsite meetings and discovery 
with groups such as; Highway Division and Finance and Administration Division (of which Records Management and IT are part of).  The goals of the study were to:   

1. Identify and document ECM goals, and optimize the business for growth;  
2. Define day-forward projects and priorities within VT AOT; 
3. Reduce disparity between different processes and business units; 
4. Assist VT AOT with the benefits, and education of OnBase capabilities; and 
5. Evaluate and compare VT AOT to similar organizations using OnBase, and recommend best practices to leverage 

During the assessment, Hyland held over six (6) sessions with stakeholders, identifying over 30+ individual solutions for future use of OnBase. Hyland recommends 
AOT first focus on three key tasks (1.1.1  Align and Secure Sponsorship, 1.1.2  Reduce Risk and Leverage Existing OnBase Product Features, and 1.1.3  Invest in 
the Program) to produce fundamental value and deliver a positive return aligned with VT AOT goals. Hyland expects that implementation of these solutions will result 
in high strategic and operational ROI overall. After six weeks of discovery, analysis and collaboration, this report contains those findings and recommendations.     

1.1  Call to Action 

The following excerpt Goals are from AOTs strategic plan.  Each item is detailed with supporting elements of how OnBase can help AOT achieve its strategy.  
Viewing OnBase as a milestone, rather than the end game will help alleviate the dependence on fixating on the cheapest and seeming most user-friendly solutions. 

Goal How OnBase Can Help 

Goal 1:  Provide a safe and resilient transportation system that supports the Vermont economy 

 Track and review compliance issues with contractors and sub-recipients and expect steady reduction in quantity and 
severity of identified areas of non-compliance 

 Percentage of contracts that incorporate all applicable provisions to meet federal civil rights requirements 

 Audit standards reflect state administrative bulletins and applicable federal regulations 

 Provide guidance and training on compliance issues to Agency contractors and sub-contractors, recipients and sub-
recipients on VTrans grants and contracts 

► Increases response to changing compliance regulations and instantly 
distributes updates 

► Stores and communicates changes without copying and handing out 
changes 

► Provides high-level safety and compliance dashboard to your 
compliance officer to reduce risk in real-time 

► Manages the retention of stored documents according to pre-defined 
rules to support compliance and minimize legal risks 

Goal 2:  Preserve, maintain and operate the transportation system in a cost effective and 
environmentally responsible manner 

 Implement Asset Management and incorporate into budgeting; number of budgets informed and/or created from asset 
management systems 

 Promote document management system for digital data 
o Evidence of promotion of the need to reduce unnecessary existing digital data 
o Measurement of existing capacity for current data storage and settling of reduction target 
o Obtain FHW concurrence to allow electronic storage of active project management 

 Go paperless for construction contracting and implement electronic signature system 

► Transform processes with automation, while allowing for simultaneous 
reviews and improved collaboration 

► Safely preserve content while providing staff with access to these 
documents in the field using laptops, tablets and smartphones 

► Provide self-service and online access, allowing constituents to serve 
themselves so staff can focus on work  

► Captures and secures paper documents online, and connects databases 
to help speed up processes 

https://www.onbase.com/en/product/onbase-platform/product-deep-dive/access/mobile-clients
https://www.onbase.com/en/product/onbase-platform/product-deep-dive/access/mobile-clients
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Goal 4:  Cultivate and continually pursue innovation, excellence and quality customer service 

 Provide training for:  maintenance rental agreement contracting process, IT related resources, fiscal controls and 
regulatory compliance, online training for records management 

 Improve processes throughout AOT to create efficiencies, increase capacity and save money 

 Prepare AOT to utilize new technology and technological innovations; develop strategic and tactical IT plans 

 Implement a standardized, repeatable compliant response to public records requests; 10 day response time 

 Promote understanding of role of F&A through greater communications; Annual training on financial aspects of project 
management and number of AOT Records Management online trainings 

 Improve processes throughout AOT to create efficiencies, increase capacity and save money 

 Implement workflow in OnBase for required active project documentation 

 Develop an IT strategic plan 

 Establish IT prioritization process 

► Since so much of the records management function is invisible, business users can 
focus on their primary job, not retention requirement 

► Allows records management and IT to focus on the overall process, rather than the 
‘pieces’, through providing visibility and improved records retention schedules rather 
than individual records 

► Enables the organization to remain compliant 
► Provides the ability for records to be securely organized, appropriately discoverable 

and then destroyed accordingly, avoiding organizational headaches 
► Provides the ability for the organization to host additional training for OnBase to 

enable users to self-serve courses online 

Goal 5:  Develop a workforce to meet the strategic needs of AOT 

 Continuously offer and improve Interview and Hiring Training, EEO Training, Respect in the Workplace Training, New 
Employee Orientation 

 Measure training plans 

 Cross train within each section to prevent avoidable delays due to absence and workload 

► Can capture, store and route applicant files, freeing recruiters from paper-
based annual processes 

► Complete visibility into the onboarding and offboarding process, ensuring 
that tasks are completed on time 

► Provides staff with a single location to store employee files, making them 
instantly available when needed 

► Identification of missing documents and automation of documentation 
retention, helping AOT meet compliance standards and regulations 

► Electronically stores and distributes policies and procedures, ensuring 
employees are most aware of current policies 

► Enables staff to automate the management of necessary activities such 
as benefits to payroll 

1.1.1 Call to Action:  Align and Secure Sponsorship 

The strategic plan shows it.  The organization is in need of it.  The people want it.  Yet, there is a disconnect between sponsors and leadership of how to fund and 
promote the program for betterment of AOT. 

In order for the OnBase implementation to be successful, drive organizational results, deliver the intended ROI and benefits; AOT’s Sr. Leadership must be aligned, 
committed, and visibly participate in the OnBase Project.   Employees look to leadership for the direction and vision when faced with change.  It was evident during 
Hyland’s visit that AOT’s leadership does not appear to be aligned for the vision of OnBase, which is sending a confusing message to the workforce.  A well aligned 
sponsorship/coalition begins at the top of the organization so that the workforce understands the business reasons for the change, the vision for the future, and how 
the OnBase project will impact the workforce.  Beginning alignment and sponsorship activities early in the OnBase program helps to introduce significant positive 
impact on the outcome.  

Best Practices:   

► Assemble Coalition:  Appoint a point person to assemble a coalition of sponsors for the OnBase project.  This network of leadership will shape and form the 
right message, to the right audience, by the right sender, and use the right channel to do so.   

► Communicate to Workforce:  The coalition must communicate directly to the employees.  When employees realize and recognize that their current 
organizational culture needs to transform to support the organization’s success and progress, change can occur. 

► Participate Visibly:  Active and visible participation from sponsors is critical to workforce buy-in. Sponsors cannot disappear once they've approved a budget, 
attended a kick-off or signed off on a proposal.  Sustained presence is necessary to build and maintain momentum for the program. 

► Manage Resistance:  Resistance to the change will directly impact the success or failure of the OnBase program.  Sponsorship participation will help to stave 
off this resistance and show a united front that the program is Leadership’s first priority and are committed to it. 

► Advocate:  If leadership shows signs of opposing the change, chances are that the workforce will do so as well.  In many cases, the opposite is also true. 
Ensuring that Leadership is on board with a change and advocating for it is the first step the coalition must take before expecting managers, supervisors, and 
staff to follow suit.  
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1.1.2  Call to Action:  Reduce Risk and Leverage Existing OnBase Product Features 

VT AOT does not just manage files, folders and documents. These files contain critical business, customer and vendor data. If current files were no longer available 
(due to a catastrophic failure or event), how would customer(s) react?  Would AOT be able to stand up to a regulated audit if files were missing?  Lawsuits?  A well-
thought approach to OnBase can ease minds and mitigate risk all around.  

Process improvement, technology alignment, and satisfaction of customer requirements translate directly to bottom-line savings.  Project status visibility and reporting 
are limited today at AOT.  Data mining, reporting, notifications and metrics are manual and ad-hoc, oftentimes unreliable.  This directly impacts downstream costs 
such as: litigation, storage, support, vendor fees, operational costs, paper processing, and general ease to do business with for customers.  

While Records Management attempts to capture documents (in OnBase) at the end of their lifecycle, multiple copies (physical and electronic) are everywhere during 
the in-flight process.  As a result, shadow files exist in multiple locations (including OnBase). This presents a significant risk to AOT of data due to unregulated 
distribution, access or verifiability of correct information. The overall document management (hierarchy) continues to be challenging, making documentation difficult 
to find for many employees. The use of multiple tools requires users to search many locations when making business decisions. 

AOT can benefit from expanding OnBase enterprise-wide to serve more than just archiving record files at the end of their lifecycle.  By leveraging standard features 
(drag/drop import, cross-referencing, foldering, and custom queries), capture of documentation can begin earlier (at the point of inception), projects and folders can 
be managed from a single access/reference point, automation can be introduced into the work processes electronically and allow a single source of the truth to be 
available other users, regardless of location.  The appropriate use of OnBase tools will allow AOT to quickly increase efficiencies within departments, while reducing 
the cost of producing, transporting, scanning/indexing, storing, and searching for documents across multiple repositories.   

1.1.3  Call to Action:  Invest in the Program 

In order to deliver the program steps successfully, VT AOT will need to make a series of investments such as; external professional services, additional software 
licenses, hardware and training to support the future-state OnBase environment. To aid this effort, Hyland can work with the OnBase team at VT AOT to provide 
more detailed and accurate budgetary estimates aligned with the Roadmap upon further discussion.   

► Software:  Additional OnBase investments to support and stand up recommendations made as part of this report 
► Training:  Services performed by Hyland to help educate the team and the users on OnBase and related capabilities 
► Core Team:  The minimal (2-3) number of staff to support an enterprise OnBase system for VT AOT.  At first, staff may cross functional areas and take on dual 

roles until the system is matured.  Over time, dedicated resources will be required for functions such as (OnBase) System Application Administration, Business 
Analysis/Project Management, (OnBase) Solution Engineer, etc.  Reference section 6.3, for more information. 

► Professional Services:  Services performed by Hyland to support the environment, prepare the team, and execute solutions 

Additional high-level information about investment considerations is provided in section 4, and throughout the Opportunity Solution detail in section 5.   
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2  State of Affairs 

This section describes the high-level state of VT AOT with an emphasis on document management information practices.  The Current State outlines the findings 
from discussions and the on-site study, which have allowed Hyland to assess a starting point.  These findings are the foundation upon which the recommendations 
in this report are based.  

2.1  Current State 

Current State findings are presented in alphabetical order, by department. Many of the findings listed in this section include; an overview of the business unit along 
with a summary of the desires and challenges communicated for members of that business unit when referring to document management. 

2.1.3  Business Environment Analysis 

Currently, understanding and adoption of ECM practices and the adoption of OnBase at VT AOT is minimal.  During the onsite visit, many employees expressed 
frustration with the paper intensive solutions and multiple repositories for document management (OnBase, independent databases, Network File Shares, etc.)  
Although it is natural to consider electronic file capture as a way to reduce paper, it is important to remember that retaining the process as it is and making the file 
electronic at the end of the document lifecycle will not necessarily improve process efficiencies through the reduction of paper (i.e. while long-term storage space 
may be reduced, the paper copy is still compiled throughout the process).  With OnBase, the real value is to not only help manage documents within a single 
repository; but also make sense of information contained within documents and process(es) that supports/surrounds them), as well as through integration.  

This table below describes the high-level state of VT AOT business unit summaries observed by Hyland, with an emphasis on document and information management 
practices.  These findings, are the foundation upon which the recommendations in this report are based.  Solutions listed here are limited to Initial Opportunity 
Solutions as defined in the Roadmap of this document. 

Business Unit Summary Related Solutions 

All 

AOT currently uses OnBase for the purpose of retaining electronic copies of paper 
documents, yet the solutions is not agency wide, and in all cases, documents are not 
captured until the end of their processing lifecycle.   As AOT prepares for future growth and 
expansion of the system, the current states and methods of managing paper documentation, 
not scalable for enterprise growth.  In addition, it is imperative that the AOT defines a process 
for the capture and management of FHWA files and folders by May of 2017. 

AOT in general is looking to increase (and improve) access to FHWA files, improve the 
general user experience with OnBase while refining capture technologies, and get end users 
excited to use the system as an agency-wide repository for sharing information.  

► ALL – Add use of VPD 
► ALL – Add Cross References 
► ALL – Add Custom Queries 
► ALL – Upgrade to Unity 
► ALL – Add Custom Pages 
► ALL – FHWA Pilot Project Files & Folders 
► ALL – FHWA Pilot Project Concept Process 
► ALL – FHWA Project Authorization EForm & Approval 
► ALL – FHWA Project WF 
► ALL – FHWA Voucher Process WF 
► ALL – Correspondence Files & Folders 
 

Finance & 
Administration 
Division (F&A) – 
Information 
Technology (IT)  

Information Technology is looking to improve access across the AOT FHWA files overall, 
consolidate folders into a single source of the ‘truth’, expand capabilities of OnBase, and add 
automated business processing (when and where relevant).  By centralizing OnBase 
management within IT will allow AOT better align departments, repositories and project 
requests.  It will also help to ensure resources are using processes and methods that are 
approved and can be supported by AOT as a whole, while growing the team as appropriate to 
support OnBase solutions.   

► IT – Review DR Plan 
► IT – Upgrade 
► IT – Add Pre Prod Environments (DEV, TEST) 
► IT – Evaluate Infrastructure Space 
► IT – Review Cloud Options 

OnBase Team 

Today, functions OnBase are mostly limited to capture and index, after paperwork is 
complete.  Basic capabilities of the system are limited.  While the OnBase team is eager, 
willing and prepared to take on more, it appears as if there is a misalignment between the 
team itself and the business units that are interested in solutions.  While the team is trying to 
establish priorities for the program, it does not appear to be in sync with the rest of the 
organization.  Here, it will be critical to ensure that the foundation for OnBase is updated and 

► OB – Conversion of DocExpress files to OnBase 
► OB – Conversion of Files on Z and M Drives 
► OB – Host OnBase Training 
► OB – Add Community Accounts for Liaisons 
► OB – Brand OnBase Program 
► OB – Create Intranet OnBase Hub 
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adjusted to allow for creation of new solutions.  Equally important; this will take some time and 
users must be aware of what is planned and forthcoming. 

Finance & 
Administration 
Division (F&A) –
FinOps (Records 
Management) 

Today, functions within Records Management for OnBase are limited to the ad-hoc capture of 
documents and information after processes are complete.  As a result, OnBase is acting as 
no more to AOT, than a costly electronic filing solution.  Processes around the capture of 
documents are doing the job intended, however, value to the overall process and system has 
the potential to be so much greater.  It will be important here for Records Management to 
establish more fluid training and process quality checks.  In addition, the actual process for 
classification, capture and indexing should be revisited, due to the large number of duplicate 
documents added to the system, and the complexity users face when trying to find what is 
needed.   

While there are many references to job aids and training materials, Hyland found that many 
users are unaware of where to access these materials.  Another risk here is the accuracy and 
up to date information contained in these materials.  Records Management should consider 
updating and providing materials in a single area for reference (i.e. OnBase), allowing 
information to be accessible through a common ‘Hub’ for all OnBase related information. 

An excellent approach here was to establish an OnBase Governing Body Board to improve 
usability and efficiency of the system.  While this board meets regularly, it will be imperative 
for the board to better understand OnBase capabilities as a whole and the benefits it could 
provide to the organization.  Hyland suggests that an “OnBase Day” would be ideal and fitting 
once some of the basic fundamentals of the application are updated and adjusted, in order to 
help AOT understand where additional benefit can be applied. 

► RM – Physical Backfile 
► RM – Indexing Updates and QC Checks 
► RM – Scanning Improvements 
► RM – Public Records Request WF 
► RM – Update Job Aids 
► RM – Instruction/Training/Job Aid Files & Folders 
► RM – Add Electronic RM Schedules 
► RM – Update Scanning/Indexing Cover Sheets 
► RM – Add Document Request/Issue WF 
► RM – OnBase Alignment w/TAP (State Archives) 
► RM – Update Taxonomy (intuitive) 

Finance & 
Administration 
Division (F&A) – 
Audit, Financial 
Operations and 
Contract 
Administration 

Finance and Administration has minimal interaction today with OnBase (retrieval only).  While 
most documents are scanned in at the end of the financial lifecycle process, general business 
processes are still manual and finance maintains many documents and files cabinets for in-
route documentation.  When sending files to Records Management to be captured, many 
times, it is unclear on the proper indexing techniques (keywords and information provided to 
indexers), and the duplication of files is rampant.  While OnBase can help with automation in 
many processes, some of the first steps are to look at ingesting documents earlier on the in 
process and utilizing OnBase components such as electronic forms and workflow for initial 
reviews and approvals.    

Audit (AUD) 
Financial Operations (FinOps) 
Contract Administration (ContractAdmin) 
Accounting 
Accounts Receivable (AR) 

► F&A – AR Process WF 
► F&A – AR Files & Folders 
► F&A – Billing Agrmnt Files & Folders 
► F&A – Billing Agreement WF 
► F&A – Billing Corrections & Trans WF 
► F&A – Deposits Files & Folders 
► F&A – Deposits WF 
► F&A – Exp Files & Folders 
► F&A – Exp WF 
► F&A – Exp Req EForms & Approvals 
► F&A – FAA Billings & Receipts WF 
► F&A – FHWA Modification WF 
► F&A – FTA Billing Process WF 

► F&A – FRA Billing Process WF 
► F&A – Invoice Processing WF 
► F&A - Invoice Files & Folders 
► F&A – MCSAP Billing Process WF 
► F&A – NHTSA Billing Process WF 
► F&A – Payroll Process WF 
► F&A – Payroll Files & Folders 
► F&A – Payroll Allocations WF 
► F&A – TSA Billing Process WF 
► F&A – Escrow Reconciliation WF 
► F&A – FEMA Grants EForm & Approvals 
► F&A – FEMA Grants Process WF 
► F&A – Muni Prg Grant WF 
► F&A – Muni Prg Grant EForm & Approval 

Legal 

Legal is looking to improve access to files and folders for contracts and documents.  At the 
current time, most documentation is in paper format throughout the routing and creation of the 
process, and only (some) digitized at the end of the lifecycle for archive purposes.  The 
limited access to these files cause individual solutions and repositories to be created during 
the management and administration of these processes.  Importing these files in to OnBase 
earlier on allows documents to be accessed at any time from networked computers though 
custom queries, folders and other functionality of OnBase. 

► LEG – Contract Renwwals WF 
► LEG – Contract Files & Folders 
► LEG – Contract Initiation WF 
► LEG – Contract Update  
► LEG – Contract Backfile Files & Folders 

Highway Division 
(HWY) – 
Maintenance & 
Operations Bureau 
(MOB), Municipal 
Assistance Bureau 
(MAB), Asset 
Management & 

Highway and Policy and Planning is eager to have a one stop shop project solution. Most 
documents that exist in these two areas within the Agency are documents used in the field, 
and as a result are in paper format to begin.  Because of this, multiple copies are made and 
multiple repositories house documents when scanned or created.  This increases the risk of 
delaying information and transitioning as appropriate.  By allowing a single repository for 
documents, and integrating OnBase with these documents, these divisions can maximize the 
use of OnBase to align repositories, forms and documentation for creation and management, 
resulting in a single source for retrieval and management of documents with OnBase. 
 

► CMB – Contractor Final Quantities 
Submission WF 

► CMB – Contractor Final Estimates 
Submission WF 

► CMB – Final Estimates WF 
► CMB – Project Box Cklst for Proc Ctrl 
► CMB – Final Trans Letter C and Memo 
► CMB – Change Order Files 
► CMB – Written Order Files 

► MAB – Local Project Design Checklist for 
Process Control (Phase B) 

► MAB – Local Proj Bid Mgmt WF 
► MAB – Local Project Claims Resol WF  
► MAB – Project Inspect & Acceptance WF 
► MAB – Project Change Order WF 
► MAB – Construction Checklist for 

Process Control (Phase C) 
► MAB – Right of Way (ROW) Files/Folders 
► MAB – Project Files and Folders 
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Performance 
Bureau (AMP), 
Project Delivery 
Bureau (PDB), and 
Office of Highway 
Safety (OHS) 

 

Policy, Planning & 
Intermodal 
Development 
Division (PPID) 

Maintenance & Operations Bureau (MOB) 
Municipal Assistance Bureau (MAB) 
Asset Management & Performance Bureau (AMP) 
Project Delivery (PRJ) 
   Environmental (ENV) 
   Right of Way & Utilities (ROW) 
   Highway Safety & Design (S&D) 
Construction & Materials Bureau (CMB) 
Office of Highway Safety (OHS) 
 
 
Research (RES) 
Rail (RAL) 
Public Transit (PT) 
Business Office (BO) 
Policy & Planning (PP) 
Mapping (MAP) 
Aviation (AV) 

► CMB – Contracts and Record Plan 
Files & Folders 

► CMB – SubContract Files & Folders 
► CMB – Project Files & Folders 
► CMB – Const and Regional Manuals 
► CMB – Submittals Files & Folders 
► CMB – Submittals WF 
► CMB – A/C Conversions Process WF 
► CMB - Checklists 
► CMB – PreConst Conf Minutes Files 
► MAB – Local Project Procurement WF 
► MAB – Local Project RFQ Qualif 
► MAB - Proposal Selection Process WF 
► ROW – Utilities Files & Folders 
► Photo Files & Folders 
► MAB – Local Proj Grievance WF 
► MAB – Local Proj Records Retentn  
► MAB – Local Proj Records Audit WF 
► MAB – Local Proj Setup Cklst for 

Process Control 
► MAB – Local Proj Initiation WF (ePlan) 
► MAB – Local Proj Definition Checklist 

for Process Control (Phase A) 
► MAB – Permit Management WF 
► MAB – Appraisal Management WF 

► MAB – Right of Way (ROW) Checklist for 
Process Control 

► MAB – Right of Way (ROW) Appraisl WF 
► MAB – Right of Way (ROW) Files & 

Folders 
► MAB – Local Project Solicitation WF 
► MAB – Policies and Procedures for 

Municipally Managed Projects 
► MAB – Policies and Procedures for Local 

Project Management 
► MAB – Policies/Procedures for Right of 

Way (ROW) 
► PRJ – Project Development WF 

o PRJ – Project Files & Folders 
o PRJ – Project Selection WF 
o PRJ – Project Initiation WF 
o PRJ – Project Plan Development WF 
o PRJ – Construction WF 

► HWY – NEPA Noise Process WF 
► HWY – Complaint EForm & Approvals 
► HWY – ENVT COE Process WF 
► HWY – Waste Borrow & Staging EForms 

& Approvals 
► HWY – Waste Borrow & Staging WF 
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2.2  Future State 

Hyland recommends adding OnBase features/functionality in an incremental way to the organization (see Incremental Releases, section 6.4.1.3). A high-level 
summary of this approach is provided in the graphic below to show common touch points between departments, OnBase and existing technology investments. A full 
listing of recommended solutions is provided in the Opportunity Solution Detail (section 5.2) of this report. Here, it is important to note that Phase I in the diagram 
below, while focused on capture, will remain focused on electronic capture (rather than physical scanning, whenever possible). 
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2.2.1  Future State FHWA Process Example 

The following diagram is a representation of how the FHWA Process and File/Folder structure in OnBase could look like.  While it is recommended that this be 

reviewed in further detail, OnBase virtual folders can be built to automatically begin looking for documentation once one of the project files exist.  This will ensure 

that all project files are contained within a folder that is representative of the individual documents captured across the process as it is built.  While not a complete 

solution, it should be considered as a start for capturing FHWA files during the course of the process, which will enable complete folders once builds are finished.  

For more information on project files and virtual folder configurations, please visit this solution in OnBase Community. 
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2.3  Readiness, Risk and Gap 

2.3.1  Maturity Analysis 

The concept of ECM process maturity is one of the qualitative evaluation tools Hyland uses to determine the recommended sequence of solutions outlined in the 
Roadmap.  Maturity is also a tool we use to evaluate the overall “readiness” for an organization for implementation of enterprise-type solutions.  The gap is the 
difference between the two to reach the optimized state for OnBase.  Hyland scores an organization’s overall (current state) ECM Maturity on a scale that showcases 
evolution of where growth can occur if a program is set for success. This maturity assessment can help better understand the current state and future needs 
specifically for AOT, and can be expanded (when appropriate) to AOT overall.   

Based on the findings, Hyland has defined AOT as “Starting” in terms of its current ECM Maturity Definition. In general, this means  that while functional processes 
exist for tenant files; all processes are ad-hoc and physically routed, with a significant amount of physical paper supporting (most) of the file build.  While there 
abundant opportunities to grow the maturity of ECM, there are foundational elements that will need to be considered, and a structural approach created to set the 
foundation for the program and begin with an approach for capturing electronic files.  A full-definition of ratings can be found in the Appendix (section 6.1.1).  

Maturity Rating Maturity Supporting Components 

 

Vision and Governance 

Describes an organizations ability to fully articulate benefits, risk and objectives of an OnBase 
program from a business perspective.  Also refers to stakeholder participation from all levels for 
OnBase program planning and preparedness for execution.  Developing a vision can help 
communicate effective ideas, assist with goal setting and results in a better understanding of the 
resources and commitment needed for program success.  Most mature ECM organizations evoke 
a Steering Committee that is dedicated to ensure momentum for the program continues.  

Taxonomy and Records 

Refers to the state of how current information is organized and classified, including methods and 
practices in place to address gaps.  Also measures existing structure for content classification for 
retention and destruction purposes. 

Enthusiasm and Knowledge  

The excitement and hope from the user observance during the EIA study.  When employees are 
not open to change or overly protective of their knowledge assets, it can inhibit change within the 
organization.  AOT interviewees did not show serious evidence of disinterest in the OnBase 
program.   A higher skill level and prior experience with content or document management products 
can contribute to early adoption of advanced applications that may be typically reserved for later. 

Infrastructure and Support 

Defines an organization’s ability to manage their chosen OnBase implementation.  In AOTs case, 
this is (currently) premise-based, which means that the existing (or planned for) servers, databases 
and platforms are adequate to support the OnBase program.  Identifies whether an organization 
will be able to address additional training and help desk requirements necessary as the solution 
grows.  While AOT can support some basic initial OnBase projects and functionality, additional 
resources will be required to adequately staff dedicated individuals in IT and corporate training. 
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2.3.2  Readiness and Risk Analysis 

The following are visualizations of current state Risk Rating for AOT with respect to the areas of the portfolio (“Departments”) provided in this report.  This radar 
charts are intended to show AOT which current Departments present the most risk in the current state environment. They are presented here in six (6) categories.   

Risk Rating Definitions 

Risk Category Weighting Definition 

Scope 10% Reflects the scope of the engagement and general alignment with the goals, timeframe, budget and resources at hand for AOT.  

Costs 20% Reflects the current ‘cost of businesses to AOT.  Solutions/Departments with higher adjusted ROI reflect a higher cost of business today.   

Resources 10% 
Identifies the importance of the resources required and needed to implement solutions outlined in this document.  Resources here are limited to the 
current, internal resources available within AOT for information management. 

Integration(s) 15% 
Reflects the current effort required by AOT to implement and maximize solution.   Departments with higher adjusted effort reflect more support from 
AOT environment overall.  The biggest factor for effort will surround personnel, cost (services, licenses, and infrastructure) to support the selected 
environment. 

Solution Demand 
(effort/time) 

15% 
Reflects the current effort required by AOT to implement and maximize solution.   Solutions/Departments with higher adjusted effort reflect more 
support from AOT environment overall.  The biggest factor for effort will surround personnel, cost (services, licenses, and infrastructure) to support 
the selected environment. 

User 
Training/Education 

10% 
Reflects the importance of overall training necessary for the OnBase program at AOT.  While some education has occurred, the software has many 
enhancements and features that are not being utilized in the current environment.  Here, criteria such as exploring current training procedures and 
processes were considered.  In addition, exploration of OnBase training records were reviewed for AOT which was taken into consideration.  

Stakeholder Buy-In 20% 
Used to assess overall buy-in, solution and departmental acceptance. This expresses using OnBase as the ECM and any content or document 
management solutions, integrations, workflow, advanced capture, automation and overall systems to increase productivity/efficiency. 

 Department Risk Score 

IT 43 

Records Management 40 

Highway 1 32 

Highway 2 35 

Highway 3 33 

Highway 4 32 

Finance 1 35 

Finance 2 32 

What this tells AOT:  The greatest departments which present the most significant, and current-state risk to AOT Management.  Due to the required customization of the solution(s), knowledge transfer will 
be essential; including the relation(s) to other systems such as LOBs and existing paperwork in place today.  Others departments face some risk, but most risk to the OnBase system will be dependent on 
the value that IT (and the OnBase Team) can bring during this transition time.  The OnBase team should focus on capturing information for smaller areas of the FHWA portfolio first, and learning best 
practices to drive value faster to larger areas with more overall risk.  This will happen through the use of available OnBase capabilities such as foldering, cross-referencing, auto-fills and electronic capture.  
Beginning these tasks sooner in the process and ensuring capabilities are leveraged, value to remaining departments will increase. 
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2.3.3  Gap Analysis 

To strengthen ECM program maturity for AOT, the capture, management, and supply of information are critical activities to close this gap between the current state 
and future state. Common goals such as instituting ECM, achieving process excellence, growing relationships with constituents, and maintaining excellence, are 
often influenced by how well organizations leverage their information assets and people. 

A consistent theme across the business units studied was how AOT places significant emphasis on documents around FHWA project processes and associated 
document management. By integrating OnBase technology into the fabric of work processes, AOT will possess the means to address this need, while delivering 
stronger service and faster process decisions. It will also improve quality of work steps, information collection, work management and reduction of unnecessary or 
unwanted tasks. OnBase will help decrease costs of daily transactions, reduce amount of redundant hard copy paperwork, and decrease volume of manual tasks.   

Theme Description Benefits 

Centralize records 
online in a single 
OnBase repository 

AOT work processes are heavily dependent on paper and people.  Even when documents are captured electronically, 
steps are often manually completed and are often repeated.  As a result, duplicate copies of documents exist across 
AOT, many times in more than one system (OnBase, SharePoint, Fileshares, etc.).  Unfortunately, existing management 
information systems such as the mainframe and subsequent homegrown applications are not well suited as platforms for 
the warehousing and delivery of documents and digital records.  By incorporating and single sourcing documents in 
OnBase day-forward, documents can be managed more intuitively.  Features such as version control cross-referencing, 
customer queries, foldering, and integrated security facilitate ‘single version of the truth’. 

► Increases usability of key information assets 
► Improves access and accountability of records 
► Centralized and secure access to these assets 
► Allows AOT to better serve needs of users & 

customers - information is readily available 
► Fosters adherence to records mgmt.. policies 

Support access 
management, security 
and compliance 
requirements 

Information security and protection information is an important within AOT. Although no one technology solution is above 
security consideration (audit), the largest exposure typically correlates to the use of paper, decentralized databases and 
duplicated records. By limiting the use of paper-based documentation, there is less risk of loss, compromising privacy 
and/or non-adherence to compliance requirements. Access to OnBase is permission and role-based. This means the 
system can be configured to align with AOTs identity management policy and network authentication guidelines to ensure 
only users with the appropriate rights (read, write, add, modify) have access to documents. Further, access can be 
controlled all the way to the document and/or attribute (e.g. note) level. 

An extra layer of security is also added in OnBase by recording actions taken against documents stored in OnBase. By 
default, OnBase tracks and records the “who, what, when, where, and how” documentation is captured, indexed or viewed 
by users. This audit logging and metadata is always available for future reporting and security audits to establish 
accountability or prove responsibility. OnBase can even take this one step further via added security controls. Techniques 
like encrypted disk may be provoked to further lock down backend environments and protect highly sensitive information. 
This level of protection is not available through traditional file management systems.   

► Increases security & compliance of records 
► Adds safeguards to best protect AOT  
► Limits/controls access to records  
► Automates logging, tracking and reporting 
► Provides solutions that respects information 

requests 
► Supports compliance and retention 

requirements 

Integrate OnBase to 
compliment primary 
systems and Leverage 
OnBase integrations 
with key business 
systems such as MS 
Outlook and MS Office 

A compelling advantage of OnBase is the ability of the system to seamlessly integrate with major applications. The 
OnBase solution may be the primary system in some cases and in others it will be the complementary technology to the 
governing core application. This agility will allow AOT to use OnBase to enhance the capabilities of other technologies. 
In some cases, OnBase may even be used to align different solutions to provide a single user experience to users. 

A critical step in the usability of OnBase is providing the ability to quickly import information (documents) wherever and 
whenever a document is received or created. The addition of OnBase folders and/or workflow solutions will be less 
successful if users must print or copy documents just so they can be added to OnBase.  To support this, AOT should 
consider investing in OnBase tools that will allow end users to capture documents at the point of receipt. 

► Increases usability of key information assets 
► Reduces the need for custom development 
► Supplements line-of-business applications 
► Reduces data-entry requirements 
► Allows users to access OnBase from native 

applications they are familiar with already 
► Note:  Microsoft integrations do not currently 

work with hosted versions of Office365 and 
SharePoint365. 

Take advantage of 
OnBase work 
management to improve 
process excellence 

Areas across AOT are hungry for the capabilities offered with OnBase Workflow and WorkView solutions. OnBase work 
management solutions are electronic data and document routing that enable users to process work more accurately than 
traditional paper & independent application (spreadsheet, access databases, etc.). From application processing, to 
review, to approval; OnBase can streamline collaboration while accelerating completion of critical tasks across AOT. 

In addition to paper driven work processes, a number of AOT work processes rely on email based processing to manage 
varying work activities. Though email is a powerful ally, it is not an advanced work management option. Instead of 
documents being buried in a stack of papers on a user’s desk, work items are buried in a user’s proprietary inbox.  Hyland 
recommends using OnBase WorkView and Workflow to replace legacy work processes and ‘tickler; systems.     

► Improves flexibility and efficiency of workflows  
► Reduces manual efforts through automation 
► Decreases and/or eliminates 

duplicate/unnecessary tasks 
► Improves end-to-end process viability/reporting 
► Reduces the maintenance and upkeep of 

disparate, custom solutions to handle 
approvals, routing, case management, etc. 

► Increases accountability for information assets 
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2.4  ROI 

Why is expanding OnBase important to VT AOT?  During the onsite study, Hyland predicted that nearly all administration employees will benefit from using OnBase 
in their daily activities. The table below is a three year ROI projection based on AOT implementing recommendations made within this assessment. While the 
following is not an exhaustive list of all opportunities, Hyland evaluated (and conservatively estimated) the top candidates in terms of available ROI of Printing, 
Current Document Storage, Filing, and Document Retrieval.  There are many additional processes that would benefit from an ROI assessment, most of which are 
in the secondary recommendations where the processes of electronic work management (i.e. Workflow) begin to take shape. 

 

 

Investment Total Maintenance Cost @20% Software\With Maintenance

Primary Opportunities $95,000.00 $19,000.00 $114,000.00

Primary Professional Services $35,000.00 NA NA

Primary Training $23,300.00 NA NA

Primary Staffing $0.00 NA NA

Secondary Opportunities $65,000.00 $13,000.00 $78,000.00

Secondary Professional Services $70,000.00 NA NA

Secondary Training $10,000.00 NA NA

Secondary Staffing $50,000.00 NA NA

Totals $348,300.00 $32,000.00 $192,000.00

Totals with Maintenance $380,300.00

Savings Area Year 1 Savings 33% Year 2 Savings 50% Year 3 Savings 100% Total

Printing $1,633.50 $2,475.00 $4,950.00 $9,058.50

Document Filing $229,700.63 $348,031.25 $696,062.50 $1,273,794.38

Document Retrieval Physical $47,008.50 $71,225.00 $142,450.00 $260,683.50

Document Retrieval Online $15,669.50 $23,741.67 $47,483.33 $86,894.50

Data Entry $12,713.66 $19,263.13 $38,526.25 $70,503.04

Benefits Total $312,309.39 $473,196.04 $946,392.08 $1,731,897.51

Software $71,250.00 $56,250.00 $32,500.00 $160,000.00

Professional Services $26,250.00 $43,750.00 $35,000.00 $105,000.00

Training $17,475.00 $10,825.00 $5,000.00 $33,300.00

Maintenance $14,250.00 $11,250.00 $6,500.00 $32,000.00

Staffing $0.00 $50,000.00 EST $50,000.00

Cost-of-Ownership Totals $129,225.00 $172,075.00 $79,000.00 $380,300.00

Total Return on Investment $183,084.39 $301,121.04 $867,392.08 $1,351,597.51

Year 1 TCO is @ 75% of primary options

Year 2 TCO is @ 25% of primary options and 50% of secondary options

Year 3 TCO is @ 50% of secondary options
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More detailed information regarding ROI calculations can be found in the appendix. 

ROI Per Employee Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total

Number of Employees Using ECM 25 25 25 25

Investment Yearly Per Employee $5,169.00 $6,883.00 $3,160.00 $15,212.00

Benefits Yearly Per Employee $12,492.38 $18,927.84 $37,855.68 $69,275.90

ROI Total Yearly Per Employee $7,323.38 $12,044.84 $34,695.68 $54,063.90

ROI for Every Dollar Spent Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total

Benefits Total $312,309.39 $473,196.04 $946,392.08 $1,731,897.51

Cost of Ownership $129,225.00 $172,075.00 $79,000.00 $380,300.00

ROI Per Dollar Spent $2.42 $2.75 $11.98 $4.55
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3  Roadmap and Strategy 

The roadmap below depicts a suggested path, including a prospective high-level timeline for the delivery and implementation of an OnBase program for VT AOT. 
The intent of the roadmap is to be used as the foundation for the internal OnBase plan and strategy, as well as to obtain funding and sponsorship for Agency 
executives. Updates or adjustments to the roadmap are possible based on direction from leadership, changing business conditions or re-prioritization of opportunities. 
Criteria for establishing the roadmap can be found in the Appendix (section 6).   

Low-level discovery will still be required to define the full body of requirements and determine implementation efforts for individual opportunity solutions. Additionally, 
a dedicated project team will be necessary to execute and deliver on this recommend path. Team and suggested resources are detailed further in remaining sections.  

The sequence is designed to provide the highest value (ROI) to VT AOT as well as lay the groundwork for future OnBase opportunity solutions.    

Hyland Note:  Hyland expects Agency sponsors to review the Roadmap and make required updates to align recommendations with business conditions, IT projects or new executive 
priorities not known at the time the roadmap was created. 

Dates and/or timelines are provided for estimation purposes only.  Actual dates/duration will be defined during lower level project planning and/or post-discovery exercises.   

Roadmap Step 2017 2018 

 J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D 

A1  FOUNDATION – Finalize the Strategy 
                        

A2  FOUNDATION – Ready the Environment 
                        

A3  FOUNDATION – Ready the Team 
                        

A4  FOUNDATION – Prepare the Users 
                        

A5  ONBASE – Deliver Primary Opportunities 
                        

A6  ONBASE – Evaluate Secondary Considerations 
                        

A7  FOUNDATION – Cont. Program Development 
                        

3.1  Order of Execution 

Prior to executing specific OnBase solution projects, VT AOT must execute first steps to decision their go-forward deployment strategy and establish a solid program 
foundation.  AOT may use the table below as a checklist of actions that require completion in 2017-2018 for the OnBase program.  Program steps, activities and 
timelines are recommendations from Hyland based on the information gathered and observed during the on-site study.  While the steps and activities of the Roadmap 
should not change, priorities and/or timelines could be affected.  As the business environment shifts and new decisions are made, the OnBase program roadmap 
should flex with those changes.  This roadmap has been designed to be as flexible with individual projects, while maintaining best practices specific to AOT for the 
overall program. 

Hyland Note:  The order of execution represented here depicts a universal approach and best practice for OnBase deployments.  The specific Key Activities order of operation is 
specialized for AOT.  As activities are executed, variances could occur in the order of operation at the activity level. 

Dates listed are recommended dates for activities to start (not necessarily complete).  Outsourced Hyland resources (services) can assist with activities throughout the timeline.   
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Roadmap Step Key Opportunities 
Reference (section 
detail) 

Start 

A1  FOUNDATION – Finalize the Strategy 

Review and approval of the Roadmap is a prerequisite to preparing for OnBase.  
Once agreed to, AOT and Hyland can begin the build of project plans for 
activities over the course of the next 12-24 months.  It is important to create a 
solid strategy (collectively) prior to embarking on any enterprise deployment. 

► A1.1      Secure Sponsorship (board) 
► A1.2      Decision and Update Recommendations & Roadmap 
► A1.3      Secure Licensing/Professional Services 

► Section 5.1.1 
(Foundation 
Opportunity Detail) 

2017 
January 

A2  FOUNDATION – Ready the Environment 

Prior to (OnBase) configuration work, AOT will need to update elements in the 
technical environment, which will establish a solid architecture for the program 
during the course of the roadmap, and into the future. 

► A2.1      Plan for OnBase (v16) Specs 
► A2.2      Build OnBase Envts. (DEV, TEST) 
► A2.3      Update Security Model for OnBase 
► A2.4      Build and Standardize the OnBase Classification 
► A2.5      Standardize the OnBase Unity Client/Web Client 

► Section 5.1.1 
(Foundation 
Opportunity Detail) 

2017 
January 

A3  FOUNDATION – Ready the Team 

While planning for the configuration of solutions, AOT will need to begin 
preparing and building the team to support the overall program.  Development 
of this team is critical to ensure that AOT is capable of maximizing OnBase 
investments.  It is important to note here that even if AOT chooses to outsource 
the build of OnBase solutions, success will reside in AOTs ability to understand 
and support such solutions long-term. 

► A3.1      Build / Expand the Enterprise Team 
► A3.2      Identify OnBase Departmental Liaisons 
► A3.3      Create the OnBase Team Training Plan (18 mos.) 
► A3.4      Deliver OnBase Training (18 mos.) 

► Section 5.1.1 
(Foundation 
Opportunity Detail) 

2017 
February 

A4  FOUNDATION – Prepare the Users 

This step allows AOT to prepare the users for change.  Building awareness 
through communications allows users to become engaged and aligned with 
decisions.  Training supports decisions and ensures that users will have some 
level of comfort with the OnBase concept and related solution(s).     

► A4.1      Develop Communication Plan 
► A4.2      Familiarize users with ECM 
► A4.3      Create the User OnBase Training Plan (18 mos.) 

► Section 5.1.1 
(Foundation 
Opportunity Detail) 

2017 
March 

A5  ONBASE – Deliver Primary Opportunities 

To begin OnBase project expansion, Hyland recommends AOT focus on a 
mixture of solutions to address objectives, and findings that will allow additional 
value in key areas of the organization. 

These solutions are represented in a method in which they can be repeated 
easily as the OnBase team at AOT moves from department to department.  
Each iteration will allow future departments/solutions to leverage OnBase in a 
repeatable fashion. 

► A5.1      Produce Initial FHWA Folder Model  
► A5.2      Update Classification System Config. (DTG, DT, KW) 
► A5.3      Update User/Security Groups 
► A5.4      Update Capture/Index Methods/Process 
► A5.5      Add/Update Scan Configurations 
► A5.6      Add Custom Search/Personal Pages 
► A5.7      Add Files/Folders 
► A5.8      Enable Email Integration 
► A5.9      Add Integrations to LOB System 

► Section 5.2 (OnBase 
Opportunity Detail) 2017 

April 

A6  ONBASE – Evaluate Secondary Considerations 

Secondary solutions in the Roadmap include expansion of OnBase into new 
areas, while focusing on larger, more time-consuming efforts.  At this point in 
the roadmap, Hyland expects that AOT will be positioned to lead and execute 
projects some projects independently, while utilizing Hyland for more advanced 
capabilities such as Workflow and WorkView automation. 

Section 5.3 (Secondary Solution Considerations) 

► A6.1      Add/Update SharePoint Integration 
► A6.2      Convert SharePoint eForms to OnBase eForms 
► A6.3      Add eForms, Approvals and Simple Task Mgmt.  
► A6.4      Add eWork Management and Process Control  
► A6.5      Add Policy/Procedure Training & Acknowledgement 
► A6.6      Add Reporting & Dashboards 
► A6.7      Add (physical) Backfile 
► A6.8      Add Full-Text Indexing for Agreements & Contracts 
► A6.9      Add Process Control Checklists 
► A6.10    Add Electronic Records Management 
► A6.11    Add Case Management Capabilities 
► A6.12    Expand Capabilities of OnBase to New Areas  

► Section 5.3 
(Secondary Solution 
Considerations) 

2018 
March 
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Roadmap Step Key Opportunities 
Reference (section 
detail) 

Start 

A7  FOUNDATION – Continue Program Development 

Throughout each year of the OnBase program, AOT will need to perform 
periodic checks to ensure a roadmap continues to exist beyond the next 24 
months.  Tasks here provide a high-level checklist of the items AOT will need to 
evaluate year-over-year for continued success. 

► A7.1    Create Roadmap for 2019+ 
► A7.2    Evaluate OnBase Upgrade (v18?) 
► A7.3    Evaluate Staff Augmentation for 2019+ 
► A7.4    Evaluate User Training for 2019+ 
► A7.5    Secure Budgets for 2019+ 
► A7.6    Update Project Plans for 2019+ 
► A7.7    Deliver (New) OnBase Opportunities 

► Section 5.1.1 
(Foundation 
Opportunity Detail) 

2019 
October 

 

Hyland Note:  To find more information on any activity listed in the roadmap above, simply open a ‘find’ dialog and search for the roadmap item number.  For example, if you are 
looking for additional information on “A4.1 Develop a Communication Plan”, simply search by the value of ’A4.1’.  ‘A4’ relates to the program step and ‘.1’ relates to the activity for that 
step. 
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4  Investment Considerations 

To deliver the OnBase program, AOT will need to consider additional investments such as external professional services, additional software licenses (suggested), 
hardware and training for the OnBase team. To support this effort, Hyland can work with the OnBase team at AOT to create refined estimates.  

The table below provides an overview of the anticipated investments necessary at each step of the roadmap.  It is important to note these estimates do not indicate 
a final quote or contracted amount with AOT.  They are, at best, a way for more detailed budgetary discussions.   

Hyland Note:  OnBase is considered an enterprise ECM system, which means that once it is deployed, any agency within the state could potentially take advantage of the 
system for their own means if managed at the state IT level.  If the State of VT or the VT AOT is interested in pursuing this opportunity, please reach out to the curator of 
this document for more information on how OnBase can be leveraged across the state in more than one agency.   

Roadmap Step 
Software 
(OnBase) (est.) 

Maintenance (est.) Hardware (est.) Training (est.) Headcount (est.) 
Professional 
Services (Hyland) 
(est.) 

Totals (est.) $130,000 - $150,000 $26,000 - $30,000 TBD $43,200 $50,000 $157,000 - $207,000 

A1  FOUNDATION – Finalize the 
Strategy 
Timeframe:  Year 1  
(Jan 17 – Apr 17) 

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

A2  FOUNDATION – Ready the 
Environment 
Timeframe:  Year 1  
(Jan 17 – Apr 17) 

$20,000 - $25,000 
Add Clients (10-15) 
Unity Client Server 

$4,000 - $5,000 

TBD 
Possible Dual Monitors 
Additional Environment 

(pre-prod) 

$0.00 $0.00 
$15,000 

Staff Augmentation 
(OnBase Admin) 

A3  FOUNDATION – Ready the 
Team 
Timeframe:  Year 1 
(Feb 17 – May 17) 

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

$12,400 
System Administration (1) 

Intro to Workflow (1) 
Premium Subscription 
Supporting OnBase (1) 

$0.00 
$7,000 

Engagement Mgr 

A4  FOUNDATION – Prepare the 
Users 
Timeframe:  Year 1 
Mar 17 – Oct 17 

$0.00 $0.00 TBD 
$10,000 

Custom User Training 
$0.00 

$10,000 
Engagement Mgr 

Trainer 

A5  ONBASE – Deliver Primary 
Opportunities 
Timeframe:  Year 1 – Year 2 
Apr 17 – Apr 18 

$70,000 - $75,000 
Mailbox Importer 

Workflow Clients (8-10) 
EDM Services 

Ent. Application Enabler 

$14,000 - $15,000 TBD 

$12,400 
Application Enabler (1) 

E-Forms (2) 
Workflow Design (1) 
Intro to Workflow (1) 

$0.00 

$75,000 - $100,000 
Engagement Mgr 

Project Mgr 
Installation Engineer 
Workflow Engineer 

A6  ONBASE – Evaluate 
Secondary Considerations 
Timeframe:  Year 2 
Mar 18 – Nov 18 

$40,000 - $50,000 
Interactive Data Capture 

Additional Workflow Clients 
Exception Reports 
Digital Signatures 

$8,000 - $10,000 TBD 
$8,400 

Workflow Design (1) 
WorkView (2) 

$50,000 
Workflow Administrator 

$50,000 - $75,000 
Engagement Mgr 

Project Mgr 
Installation Engineer 
Workflow Engineer 

A7  FOUNDATION – Continue 
Program Development 
Timeframe:  Year 2 
Sept 18 – Dec 18 

TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 
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The following provides detail on the suggested investments to stand up the OnBase program for AOT environment:   

► Software:   Recommended software that supports the opportunities and related solutions within this document. 
► Hardware:  Estimated hardware necessary for AOT to stand up recommendations in this document.  Hardware is limited to adding dual monitors where 

necessary and purchasing/replacing scanners and multi-function devices where necessary. 
► Training:  Training that will be necessary to support the OnBase program at AOT.  It is important to note here that training identified is limited to OnBase training 

costs and does not assume costs or overhead for continued internal training.  Once a plan for training is in place for the user body (new hires, departmental 
training, etc.), internal costs can be evaluated.  Training costs consist of recommendations for the Core OnBase Team, as well as high-level generalized OnBase 
training via web-based methods. 

► Headcount:  Internal staffing needs for AOT.  Hyland is recommending 2-3 dedicated full-time individuals for the core OnBase team at AOT, with additional 
roles to support initial projects.  These additional roles can be outsourced to Hyland as needed.   

o Roles should include, at minimum:  
 (1) full-time, dedicated System Administrator; 
 (1) full-time, dedicated Project Manager/Business Analyst (for initial projects, may be outsourced); 
 (1-2) full-time scanning/indexing associates 

 Support roles should include:    
 (1) part-time supporting System Administrator;  
 (1) part-time Database/Security Analyst;  
 (1) part-time Subject Matter Expert (aka OnBase Liaison) per department, who reside within a department where opportunity solutions will/do exist 

(who can also act as a training resource for said department);  
 (3-5) part-time additional scanning and indexing specialists who can support central scanning efforts (can be a departmental liaison), and act as a 

knowledge expert for their area (can be combined with liaisons for a full-time position if needed); and 
 (1-2) part-time solution engineers to help build initial (OnBase) solutions, prior to turning over to System Administrator. 

 These roles will all require about 50%-75% effort initially when beginning the OnBase program, then tapering off to right around 25%-50%, depending on 
the number of opportunity solutions and departments supported.  For more information and team sizing information, please refer to section 6.3.1 
(Building/Growing the Team).   

► Professional Services (Hyland):  Services provided by Hyland for common project activities such as program management, project management, imaging 
(scanning) services, configuration, conversion, staff augmentation, testing, solution design and project management to assist with projects as assigned, 
based on recommendations in the roadmap. 
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5  Opportunities 

5.1  Foundation Opportunities 

The following section provides the details for the foundation opportunities needed to stand up an enterprise OnBase program at AOT.  The table represents these 
opportunities by activity priority with a high-level description.  Further discovery will be necessary for each solution in order to host in the AOT environment.   A strong 
program manager must be assigned to the overall program at AOT. In addition, a governance plan should be in place in order to help facilitate the forward movement 
of recommendations. VT AOT can outsource these services (Project or Program Management) with Hyland. 

5.1.1  Foundation Opportunity Detail 

Prior to executing OnBase projects, AOT must execute first steps identified below.  AOT may use the table below as a checklist of actions that require completion 
early in the OnBase program.  

Opportunity Key Participants/Actions Outputs/Dependencies 

► A1.1  Secure Sponsorship 

This task will require AOT to identify executive and business level 
sponsorship, as well as business level subject matter experts to secure 
the OnBase program and strategy. 

► AOT, Hyland 
► Sponsorship to secure funding 
► Sponsorship to promote recommendations 
► Sponsors to promote the OnBase program 
► Formulation of Sponsor Committee to support ECM 

program collectively 

► Assessment will drive decisions 
► Sponsors will lead funding 
► Sponsors will drive priorities 
► Identified knowledge experts across the organization will 

allow users to be vested in opportunity solutions 
► Review section 1, Executive Calls to Action for more 

information around the recommendations 

► A1.2  Decision & Update Recommendations & Roadmap 

This task will require AOT to prioritize activities recommended for in the 
roadmap based on current goals/strategies and related projects.  OnBase 
licensing and related OnBase program costs will also need decisions in 
order to deliver opportunity solutions. 

► AOT, Hyland 
► Review budgetary licensing requirement costs  
► Review budgetary hardware requirement costs 
► Detail 2017 activities and related milestones 
► Update the OnBase Roadmap with any changes needed 
► Formulate an internal marketing strategy 

► 2017/2018 priorities confirmed  
► Secure outstanding software purchases 
► Update the Roadmap 
► Decision: Software and services requirements 
► Decision: Hardware and environment requirements 
► Decision:  Team staffing requirements for 2017-2018 

► A1.3  Secure Licensing/Professional Services 

This task will require Hyland and AOT to finalize and agree on software 
and professional services proposals based on agreed roadmap 
inclusions. 

► AOT, Hyland 
► Hyland to provide an official proposal 
► AOT to provide the required purchase order 
► Hyland to provide official work agreement 
► AOT to provide the signed work agreement 

► Project Planning tasks are completed  
► Licensing requirements will be based on final Roadmap 

inclusions and related AOT decisions 
► Hyland will provide professional services to AOT 

► A2.1  Plan for OnBase (v15+) Specs 
► A2.2  Build OnBase Envts. (DEV, TEST) 

This task will require AOT and Hyland to install an additional pre-
production environments and ready physical servers to optimal specs 
required to install OnBase 15 or higher.  These environments will need to 
be stood up regardless of whether AOT continues to utilize a premise-
based deployment, or chooses a hosted environment in the future. 

► AOT, Hyland 
► Consider adding (virtual) environments for DEV 
► Add (virtual) environments for TEST 
► Evaluate PROD servers meet optimal OnBase 15 

specifications (if premise-based) 
► Add (virtual) new environment for PROD  

► TEST must be in place before new OnBase opportunity 
solutions may be added 

► DEV environment is strongly suggested for development 
► OnBase 16 will allow AOT users to deliver the latest 

features/functionality to the business 
► Refer to section(s) 5.1 (Foundation Opportunities)  and 

6.5 Keys to a Sustainable OnBase Program:  
Technology for more information 

► A2.3  Update Security Model for OnBase 

This task will require AOT to evaluate and implement additional utilities to 
meet defined security requirements. 

► AOT, Hyland ► Tasks A1-A2.3 are completed 
► Review the Classification Spreadsheet and OnBase 

Security in Appendix, section 6.6 for more information     

► A2.4  Build and Standardize the OnBase Classification 

This task will require AOT to establish Program controls, focusing first on 
security and access.  Classification exercises are time consuming, so 
account for them appropriately 

► AOT, Hyland 
► Define roles/responsibilities/change management 

► Support from Executive Sponsors here is key 
► Support from key business areas (i.e. IT)  
► Policy/Procedures are defined and communicated 
► Follow suggested approaches for Keys to a Sustainable 

OnBase Program:  Process, section 6.4 
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Opportunity Key Participants/Actions Outputs/Dependencies 

► A2.5  Standardize OnBase Unity Client/Web Client 

This task will require AOT to ensure that the Unity Client is installed for all 
End Users at the corporate office.   

Remote/mobile users can utilize the Web Client or Mobile Access when 
needed.   

► AOT, Hyland 
► Qualify workstations meet specs for initial deployment 
► Define end user training plans (transformation)  
► Evaluate OnBase App Server load balancing needs   
► Define migration plan from environment to environment 
► Define upgrade strategy for OnBase (versions) 

► Previous tasks are completed  
► Some opportunity solutions (i.e. heavy scanning) may 

still require traditional Thick Client access 
► Consider utilizing Web Client for a ‘lighter’ version of 

OnBase for field and remote users 

► A3.2  Build/Expand the Enterprise Team 

This task will require AOT to formalize the OnBase Enterprise team and 
ensure liaisons are identified departmentally, making any changes or 
succession plans as needed.  

Refer to section 6.3 Keys to a Sustainable Program:  People  for more. 

► AOT, Hyland 
► Define program lead 
► Define technical lead(s) 
► Define administrative lead(s) 
► Define department liaisons 

► Team should consist of 2-3  dedicated AOT individuals 
and multiple department Liaisons 

► An internal enterprise-wide team at AOT is needed to 
take ownership of the OnBase solution long-term  

► Staff augmentation may be used early to support growth 
of the team 

► A3.2  Identify OnBase Departmental Liaisons 

This task will require AOT to formalize the OnBase Enterprise team and 
designated resources enterprise-wide.  

Refer to section 6.3 Keys to a Sustainable Program:  People  for more. 

► AOT, Hyland 
► Define program lead 
► Define technical lead(s) 
► Define administrative lead(s) 
► Define department liaisons 

► One (1) individual should be represented as a liaison for 
each department at AOT 

► An internal enterprise-wide team at AOT is needed to 
take ownership of the OnBase solution long-term  

► Staff augmentation may be used early to support growth 

► A3.3  Create OnBase Team Training (18 mos.) 
► A3.4  Deliver OnBase Training Plans (18 mos.) 

This task will require AOT to formalize and execute a training schedule 
for the OnBase team members. This training is essential to building a 
program that AOT can assume ownership of day forward.  

Refer to section 6.3 Keys to a Sustainable Program:  People  for more. 

► AOT, Hyland 
► Add OnBase Community accounts 
► Define onsite (OnBase) training programs 
► Execute online Quick Look classes 
► Review Premium Subscription, on-demand options 
► Schedule training 
► Review and decision train-the-trainer curriculums 

► OnBase enterprise team build is started 
 
Decision:  AOT training coordinator 
Decision:  Team Year 1 training schedule  
Decision:  External certifications required (PMI, AIIM, etc.) 

► A4.1  Develop Communication Plan 

Employees want to know what is changing and why changes are being 
made.  This effort helps to build awareness and allow users to be 
engaged. 

Refer to section 6.4.5, Change Management for more information. 

► AOT, Hyland 
► Incorporate end user training into performance plans 
► Define success measures for users 
► Align communications amongst stakeholders 

► Familiarize liaisons first 
► Define expectations of OnBase and share the 

communication plan 
► Send targeted communications early & often 
► Ensure communications leverage different mediums 

(email, blogs, internal websites, etc.) 
► Allow communications to come from the top-down 

► A4.2  Familiarize Users with ECM/OnBase 
► A4.3  Create the OnBase Training Plan (18 mos.) 

There are several ways to deliver training and provide support for users 
before and after training activities.  Methods for training incorporate the 
use of several different vehicles throughout this step. 

Refer to section 6.3 Keys to a Sustainable Program:  People  for more. 

► Begin learning initiatives to standardize knowledge base 
► Provide train the trainer training activities (liaisons) 
► Provide coaching and support from AOT OnBase team 
► Use liaisons to reinforce messaging for training 
► Provide quick reference documentation in OnBase to 

help reinforce what was learned after training delivery 
► Survey users after training components are complete 

► Leverage Liaisons as active departmental training 
support resources 

► Define expectations of OnBase and share the 
communication plan 

► Consider the process for management review and 
modeling/participation 

► Send targeted communications as activities are 
underway 

► A7.1  Create Roadmap for 2019+ 
► A7.2  Evaluate OnBase Upgrade (v18)? 
► A7.3  Evaluate Staff Augmentation Needs for 2019+ 
► A7.4  Evaluate User Training Needs for 2019+ 
► A7.5  Secure Budgets for 2019+ 
► A7.6  Update Project Plans for 2019+ 
► A.7  Deliver (New) OnBase Opportunities 

Provides a continuance of program development for 2018 and 
beyond.  This program development should be reviewed every 1-2 
years, depending on future roadmap activities. 

► AOT, Hyland 
► Department Liaisons 
► AOT Sponsors 
► See section 6.4 Keys to a Sustainable OnBase Program:  

Process for more information 

Note:  Opportunities and solutions here will depend on how 
much of the above Roadmap is complete; and what is 
influencing AOT at the time 
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5.2  OnBase Opportunities 

This section articulates the (OnBase) opportunities and solutions expected to add the greatest value to AOT, enterprise-wide, based on discussions and observations.  
For each solution, further discovery (deeper dive, full project requirements gathering) and builds will be necessary to host in the AOT OnBase environment. 

Hyland Note:  AOT should consider leveraging Records Management employees, to help support (basic) OnBase configuration and build.  Work should be tailored and scoped accordingly, with task oversight 
as builds are preformed (or appropriate training) to mitigate risk.  Individuals selected should be able to learn quickly, and have the capability to understand and challenge themselves to build technical solutions.  
Once identified, allow them to assist in building basic OnBase elements in a TEST environment.  This provides a learning experience while supporting solution setup more quickly across AOT.  Once solutions 
are pushed to PROD, only licensed System Administrators should retain configuration rights.  For more information about migration from one environment to another, refer to section 6.4 Sustaining a Program 
and Appendix, section 6.6 for Migration Strategy Guidelines and Best Practices. 

Many opportunities for functionality can be utilized by multiple departments.  Once initial solutions have been built, they can be leveraged by (or expanded to) other 
business units and processes as needed. 

In the following table,  indicates a partial use of the technology,  indicates a full use of the technology 

Roadmap Step Opportunities Capture Access Integrate Manage Measure Store 

A5  ONBASE – Deliver Primary 
Opportunities 

A5.1   Produce Initial FHWA Folder Model       
A5.2   Update Classification System Config (DTG, DT, KW)       

A5.3   Update User/Security Groups       

A5.4   Update Capture/Index Methods/Process       

A5.5   Add/Update Scan Configurations       

A5.6   Add Custom Search/Personal Pages       
A5.7   Add Files/Folders       
A5.8   Enable Email Integration       

A5.8   Add Integrations to LOB System       

A6  ONBASE – Evaluate Secondary 
Opportunities 

A6.1   Add/Update SharePoint Integration       

A6.2   Convert SharePoint Forms to OnBase E-Forms       

A6.3   Add E-Forms, Approvals, and Simple Task Mgmt.       

A6.4   Add eWork Management and Process Control       

A6.5   Add Policy/Procedure Training & Acknowledgement       

A6.6   Add Reporting & Dashboards       

A6.7   Add (physical) Backfile       

A6.8   Add Full-Text Indexing for Agreements and Contracts       

A6.9   Add Process Control Checklists       

A6.10 Add Electronic Records Management       

A6.11 Add Case Management Capabilities       
A6.12 Expand Capabilities of OnBase to New Areas       
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5.2.1  OnBase Opportunity and Solutions Detail 

As noted, AOT receives documents and related business records in a variety of ways. To accommodate this, processes will need to be flexible allowing users to 
collect and archive documents with minimal effort from multiple starting points.  Combining these efforts with an overall environment that operates under the 
general direction of the strategic vision will allow for healthier management of OnBase.  Once information is stored and centralized in OnBase, it can be accessed 
from almost anywhere, by anyone, as the appropriate rights and security is administered.  To ensure a positive user experience, AOT should configure OnBase to 
present information as it makes sense to the user as they need it. 

OnBase is expected to be a complimentary tool to other AOT technologies and core business applications.  Content stored in OnBase can be made available from 
other solutions to create a better user experience while also eliminating the need to create/maintain a collection of independent, siloed repositories.  In addition, 
information managed in OnBase Workflows may be pushed to the system/record to reduce duplicate data entry by the user. 

► A5.1  Produce Initial FHWA Folder Model 

To implement the first FHWA folder and build solutions, it is recommended that AOT follow the following steps (diagram) to establish an initial portfolio model for FHWA folder build(s).  
This model can refined as the process grows and the AOT OnBase team becomes more comfortable with the ingestion of FHWA files in OnBase.  For the purposes of this study, it is 
recommended that AOT begin with establishing a complete classification schema for initial prototype builds, due to the number of individual files, their respective locations, team 
readiness for the application, low risk and the value add for these specific portfolios.  
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5.2.1  OnBase Opportunity and Solutions Detail 

As noted, AOT receives documents and related business records in a variety of ways. To accommodate this, processes will need to be flexible allowing users to 
collect and archive documents with minimal effort from multiple starting points.  Combining these efforts with an overall environment that operates under the 
general direction of operations will allow for healthier management of OnBase.  Once information is stored and centralized in OnBase, it can be accessed from 
almost anywhere, by anyone, as the appropriate rights and security is administered.  To ensure a positive user experience, AOT should configure OnBase to 
present information as it makes sense to the user as they need it. 

OnBase is expected to be a complimentary tool to other AOT technologies and core business applications.  Content stored in OnBase can be made available from 
other solutions to create a better user experience while also eliminating the need to create/maintain a collection of independent, siloed repositories.  In addition, 
information managed in OnBase Workflows may be pushed to the system/record to reduce duplicate data entry by the user. 

Opportunity Key Participants/Actions Outputs/Dependencies 

► A5.2  Update Classification System Config. (DTG, DT, KW) 

Today, AOT is faced with the opportunity to update and modify their 
existing classification structure.   

An OnBase Classification System Config. (aka Taxonomy) works in 
connection with search, search applications, other information and 
knowledge applications. The basic way that a taxonomy can be used 
within OnBase is through tagging documents as they are captured.  

Regardless of the type of classification/taxonomy AOT determine 
day-forward, the potential benefits of creating it to be consistent and 
comprehensive taxonomy are significant. Reviewing the 
classification architecture will provide the ability to: 

 Organize and connect fragmented information by business 
practice; 

 Efficiently and effectively manage structured and unstructured 
content; 

 Improve usability through more efficient content search and 
navigation; 

 Reduce duplication while standardizing and providing 
consistent access to information; 

 Help resolve organizational issues around terminology and 
meaning; 

 Help employees collaborate through controlled vocabulary and 
consistent frame of reference; and 

 Improve organizational integration 
 

Solutions 

 ALL – Add Cross References 
 ALL – Upgrade to Unity 
 RM – Update Taxonomy (intuitive) 
 IT – Add Pre Prod Environments (DEV, TEST) 
 IT – Evaluate Infrastructure Space 
 IT – Review Cloud Options 
 IT – Review DR Plan 
 IT – Upgrade to Unity 

 

► Obtain narratives of what ‘drives data’ 
► Discuss the process, rather than the documentation; 

every process has inputs/outputs, including upstream 
and downstream effects 

► Include documents, work list items and/or records 
within the classification system config. 

► The following items are critical to appreciating 
organizational content elements: 
o Document characteristics –volume, format, input 
o Organizational structure – political factors 
o Process –process around the content 
o Security – who needs access and when 
o Retention – how long the content is needed 
o Reporting – how will content be measured  
o Technology –understanding how content exists 
o People –social aspects of understanding content 

► If building from scratch, there will be confusion 
among concepts like document groups, document 
types, keywords, and nomenclature (different names 
given to the same type of information across different 
lines of business, departments, or functional groups)  

► Build a matrix of document types and their 
properties, so a quick glance can yield the lay of the 
land, and document types can be collapsed into 
broader classes   

► Use card sorting, storyboarding, system prototyping, 
whiteboarding and mock-ups.   

► Look for answers to questions such as: 
o What are users looking for/how can they find it 
o How users interact with OnBase 
o What order do users notice items within a window 
o What kind of language do users expect 
o What are the users typical movement patterns 

Dependencies/Key Participants 
► ECM Strategic Plan is outlined 
► Team members at are trained and prepared 
► Departmental Liaisons are selected 
► AOT & Hyland resources 
 
Investment Considerations 
► Potential services with Hyland to help facilitate 

discussions and build/rebuild classification system 
config. 

 
Benefits 
► Establishes consistency and information access  
► Improves security/compliance 
► Leverages enterprise-wide processes/procedures 
► Aligns users and ECM team 

 
Notes 
► Three types of taxonomies; it is up to AOT to 

determine which one is a best-fit: 
o Subject-Based: organized by subject, begins broad 

and narrows as more defined, intuitive 
o Organization-Based: easily understood by users, 

organized like org chart, little customization 
o Function-Based: information is organized based on 

functions and activities that produce content 
► Assign Project Lead and convey vision to arm 

stakeholders what is necessary for execution; 
individual does not need to be the same as Admin 

► Once strategic vision has been identified/secured, 
start with the users; begin with a single line of 
business and involve key stakeholders in the process 
right away through discussions and questionnaires 
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Opportunity Key Participants/Actions Outputs/Dependencies 

► A5.4  Update Capture/Index Methods/Process 

Introduce and add new documents to allow for a more systematic 
and day-forward approach to building folders and related file 
structures.  Allowing documents to be managed electronically will 
allow for easier access and smaller backfile requests. 

By taking advantage of current capture and indexing techniques, 
AOT can speed up the capture process and increase accuracy for all 
documents. 

Solutions 

 ALL – Add use of VPD 
 RM – Indexing Updates and QC Checks 
 RM – Instruction/Training/Job Aid Files & Folders 
 RM – Update Job Aids 

► Eliminate the manual sorting of mail and receive all 
documents at a single location within AOT for initial 
sort and open 

► Ensure all physical documents are routed to a central 
point (records management) for capture 

► Records Management team empties and sorts 
documents according to established index/QC 
procedures 

► Document scanning begins based on business 
requirements 

► Documents added to OnBase scan/workflow queues 
for classification 

► Business data is coded from displayed document in 
OnBase based on established DTG’s and DTs 

► Once the record is identified, records management 
team member can index the document 

► Retain physical files in records management for 
validation, verification and QC efforts until no longer 
needed 

► Hard copies that are necessary to keep will be boxed 
to be shipped offsite or to Finance for storage 

► Create a physical record (Physical Records 
Management) locator (tracking entry) for each file 
upon application submission - manage physical 
records using check-in/check-out features to assign 
and track physical files 

Dependencies/Key Participants 
► OnBase scanning is used 
► OnBase barcodes are used 
► Centralized scanning at AOT 
► Taxonomy is updated 
► AOT & Hyland resources 
 
Investment Considerations 
► Possibly – use existing licenses as 

needed/necessary, but additional clients may be 
needed as the solution grows 

 
Benefits 
► Establishes consistent indexing  
► Improves information access 
► Improves security/compliance 
► Reduces paper costs 
► Reduces storage costs 
Notes 
► OnBase Barcoding can allow AOT users to 

automatically add index/keyword values to 
documents based on the assignment of a primary 
value.  

► Barcodes will require a separate purchase or an 
upgrade to purchase Enterprise Application Enabler 
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► A5.5  Add/Update Scan Configurations 

Update current capture and scan techniques within AOT to allow the 
most value through their OnBase system.   

By updating existing scanning techniques and considering 
centralized indexing within AOT.  This allows AOT to take advantage 
of electronic records rather than relying on the manual efforts 
associated with paper-based documents. 

Solutions 

 RM – Update Scanning/Indexing Cover Sheets 
 RM – Scanning Improvements 

► Update scan configurations at the scanner to help 
deskew, eliminate blank pages, scan front and back 

► The setup of team scanning begins based on 
business requirements and established index/QC 
procedures 

► Set up additional scan queues to take advantage of 
automated indexing, bar codes and advance capture 

► Physical files can still be maintained according to 
AOT requirements for validation, verification and QC 
efforts until no longer needed 

► For physical records that must continue to be kept, a 
locator can be created for each file that is required to 
keep a physical copy (check-in/check-out) features 
can be used by AOT to assign and track physical 
files 

Dependencies/Key Participants 
► AOT resources 
► Updated scanning and capture configurations 
► Dual monitors for each indexing area 
► Taxonomy must be complete 
 
Investment Considerations 
► No – The existing features AOT owns for scanning 

are enough to manage and update scan 
configurations as needed 

► Physical Records Management is an optional 
purchase for additional detail on physical records, 
supporting evidence and location – Document 
Retention is currently owned by AOT which will 
suffice for the time being 

 
Notes 
► Consider centralized indexing when it makes sense.  
► Phasing this approach in by fine-tuning it in existing 

scan queues and expanding or adding 1-2 scan 
queues with a pilot-based deployment.   

► Lower-level discovery will need to be performed to 
identify the appropriate documents and /or divisions 
within each department to start with when ready. 

► As the process becomes more refined, begin 
scanning at the point of inception and ensure 
electronic files are indexed correctly by using 
centralized imaging for quality control. 

► A5.3  Update User/Security Groups 

Hyland recommends that AOT consider updating and expanding 
current Role-Based Permissions to define security standards in 
OnBase to mirror those of the network architecture.   

Solutions 

 OB – Add Community Accounts for Liaisons 
 ALL – Consider reviewing security groups to align with single sign on; if 

this feature is already in place for AOT, consider a full review to ensure 
people have the appropriate permissions to files they need without 
compromising information integrity 

► Base security decisions on existing infrastructure 
► Consider individual user’s roles and responsibilities 

within AOT  
► Model permissions for various job functions 
► Users can be assigned one or multiple roles, which 

restricts their OnBase access to the permissions for 
which they have been authorized 

Dependencies/Key Participants 
► Taxonomy is defined 
► Process controls exist 
► Infrastructure and security roles are well-defined 
► Update role-based security groups 
► Hyland and AOT resources 
►  
Investment Considerations 
► No – OnBase standard features include the ability to 

manage and add/update user groups as needed. 
 

Notes 
► AOT will need to perform discovery for each 

department and what users need access to in order 
to identify security 

► Challenge with role-based permissions is that if not 
properly (and actively) managed, can easily result in 
a challenging configuration.  OnBase Workflow can 
help with managing this information as employees 
shift positioning with the in the organization 

► Identifying new roles for unique job duties and 
revising or removing will require regular review 

► Failure to manage roles can open security risks 
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► A5.6  Add Custom Search/Personal Pages 

Provides the ability for AOT to take advantage of personalized pages 
in OnBase, and custom searches, by user or business function, to 
allow users to more easily find and view documents stored in 
OnBase.  These personalized pages can appear as ‘dashboards’ 
that exist for independent applications or websites that users use 
frequently. 

 
Solutions 

 ALL – Add Custom Pages 
 ALL – Add Custom Queries 
 OB – Create Intranet OnBase Hub 
 OB – Host OnBase Training 
 OB – Brand OnBase Program 

► User launches OnBase, which opens to their 
personalized, custom page 

► User can easily search for documents through 
customized Unity Queries 

► User can review or validate related document 
information through their Personalized Unity Pages 

Dependencies/Key Participants 
► AOT and Hyland (optional) resources 
► Taxonomy is complete 
► Lower level folder discovery is performed 
► User training is delivered 
 
Investment Considerations 
► Licensing:  Yes – AOT would need to upgrade to 

OnBase Unity to easily manage search and personal 
pages. 

► Services:  Possibly – AOT may find it beneficial to 
utilize Hyland services for initial configuration of files 
and folder solutions 

► A5.7  Add Files/Folders 

Provides the ability for AOT to view business records in online 
‘virtual’ folders.  Folders are configurable allowing different views to 
be established for different user types within the organization.  
These dynamic views help to ensure that individuals of various roles 
can easily find and use business documents they have rights to, 
even if they were not the user that added the document to the 
OnBase repository. 

Solutions 

 Plan Room Documents 
 Photo Files & Folders 
 ALL – FHWA Pilot Project Files & Folders 
 ALL – Correspondence Files & Folders 
 CMB – Contracts and Record Plan Files & Folders 
 CMB – PreConst Conf Minutes Files 
 CMB – Project Files & Folders 
 CMB – SubContract Files & Folders 
 CMB – Submittals Files & Folders 
 CMB – Written Order Files 
 CMB – Change Order Files 
 CMB – Final Trans Letter C and Memo 
 F&A – AR Files & Folders 
 F&A – Billing Agrmnt Files & Folders 
 F&A – Deposits Files & Folders 
 F&A – Exp Files & Folders 
 F&A - Invoice Files & Folders 
 F&A – Payroll Files & Folders 
 LEG – Contract Files & Folders 
 MAB – Project Files and Folders 
 MAB – Right of Way (ROW) Files & Folders 
 MAB – Right of Way (ROW) Files/Folders 
 PRJ – Project Files & Folders 
 ROW – Utilities Files & Folders 

► Create appropriate document types and keywords for 
related documents 

► Update scan and capture settings  
► Configure OnBase folders based on current 

document types and physical folder configurations 
► Design the folders to automatically create the 

electronic folder structure and files dynamically 
based on business rules (this will provide users with 
a consistent, structured delivery of the file) 

► Multiple folders can be configured to account for both 
‘in process’ and ‘post process’ presentment 

Dependencies/Key Participants 
► AOT resources 
► Taxonomy is complete 
► OnBase (v16) is active and Unity is rolled out to 

users 
► User training has occurred 
 
Investment Considerations 
► Licensing:  None – AOT would need to upgrade to 

OnBase Unity to easily manage file cabinets, folders 
and files within the OnBase Unity interface 

► While an initial project to migrate plan room 
documents into OnBase is a current thought; it will be 
more important to ensure other recommendations 
are completed first – the value is much greater for 
aligning these other components as opposed to first 
bringing those files over 
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► A5.8  Enable Email Integration 

Provides the ability for AOT users to import (capture) emails and 
attachments, in electronic formats, directly from their inbox (i.e. 
Outlook). A tight OnBase integration with Outlook also allows users 
to retrieve documents, initiate Workflow items and perform related 
tasks in OnBase straight from the Outlook client leveraged by many 
AOT users daily. 

Solutions 

 While this solution is owned by the AOT, they will need to roll it out to 
areas of the organization that are not currently using it  

► User accesses OnBase documents from familiar 
Microsoft Outlook application 

► User is automatically logged into OnBase based on 
network permissions, providing rights to appropriate 
privileges, documents and workflows as appropriate  

► User can index emails and related documents right 
from within the current Outlook interface 

► User can search and retrieve files without leaving the 
familiar Outlook interface 

Dependencies/Key Participants 
► Outlook Integration will be purchased 
► Taxonomy will be updated 
► End users will be trained in Outlook Integration 
► Hyland and AOT resources 
 
Investment Considerations 
► No – AOT owns the integration with MS Outlook to 

take advantage of this recommendation 
 

Notes 
► Implementing this technology will allow users to 

remain in their familiar MS Outlook interface while 
indexing attachments and related emails seamlessly 

► This license should be reviewed and confirmed with 
Hyland when ready to purchase, as AOT currently 
has a locally-installed version of Office 365, which 
may have limitations 

► OnBase Integration for Microsoft Outlook currently 
works with a locally installed version of Office 365 (it 
is important to note that any office integration beyond 
Microsoft Outlook for Office 365 with OnBase at this 
point in time is not developed – further consideration 
for additional Microsoft Integrations with Office 365 
will need to be reviewed and analyzed when the time 
comes to implement such technologies) 

► A5.9  Add Integrations to LOB (Line-of-Business) System 

Provides the ability for AOT to access content (documents or 
workflows) that are managed in OnBase from core line of business 
through OnBase Application Enabler.  Users double-click (or other 
keystroke combination) in a field on application to display the 
business record in OnBase. 

 
Solutions 

 There are many integrations that can be aligned with OnBase, including 
a multitude of homegrown databases and applications, such as VPINS; 
rather than using scripts, Hyland strongly recommends the use of tools 
like Application Enabler to bring these applications together for ease of 
use for the user, and also allowing more fluid approaches to indexing 
documents as they are ingested into the system  

► Configure a single option or two and add additional 
integrations as necessary for each application 

► Once multiple configurations are ready, use them to 
create a single user experience regardless of the 
originating application (this will allow AOT project 
team to capitalize on end user training efficiencies, 
reduce business risk and provide added value) 

► Leverage additional features of OnBase through 
Application Enabler to see more than just a single file 
– allow users to see things such as: Folders, Custom 
Queries, Workflow, Indexing, Unity List View, Unity 
Forms, AE Live, AE Pop and more 

Dependencies/Key Participants 
► AOT and Hyland resources 
► Enterprise Application Enabler is licensed 
► User training occurs 
► Application Enabler training occurs 
► Automatic login will be used 
 
Investment Considerations 
► Yes – AOT does not currently own Application 

Enabler 
 
Notes 
► OnBase also provides a full API library for use in 

more sophisticated integrations 
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5.2.2 Secondary Opportunity Considerations 

Secondary Opportunity Considerations will allow AOT to expand the use of OnBase beyond the focus of the current year (12-18+ months). These inclusions can 
help mature the OnBase program within AOT for how it may be used long-term to increase the value of technology investments, automate business tasks or 
satisfy future requirements without the need to acquire new technology.  Considerations here are limited to findings in the study and do not necessarily represent 
all possible future opportunities and solutions for AOT.  Opportunities in this table are presented by ‘functionality’ or ‘feature’ as the related solutions will have 
application across multiple business areas. 

Opportunity Solution Examples Model Process Example 

► A6.1  Add/Update SharePoint Integration 

 

► OnBase has specific integrations with MS SharePoint 
► Please see the Appendix for more information 

regarding these integrations 

► Refer to the Integrations with the LOB system for more 
information 

► A6.2  Convert SharePoint Forms to OnBase E-Forms 

Provides the ability for AOT to create electronic forms that currently 
exist in SharePoint to integrate with features of OnBase.  These 
forms can be used for initiating or capturing business data from 
users to trigger future work tasks in OnBase Workflow and can still 
use the SharePoint interface through docpop links or built-in product 
integrations.  Once in OnBase, Workflow will allow AOT to manage, 
measure and automate shared business processes around the 
forms, electronically, freeing up employees to focus on more value 
added tasks and integrating with other features of SharePoint. 

► This solution can apply to a number of different areas 
within AOT 

► As AOT gets to reviewing this step in the roadmap, it 
is recommended that a review of existing electronic 
forms within SharePoint be reviewed for appropriate 
conversion to OnBase 

► User completes the associated Unity Form from the 
SharePoint interface and attaches supporting 
documentation 

► OnBase assigns a reviewer (based on manual tasks) 
► The form (and related docs) are routed to Workflow 
► User is notified of new work 
► User reviews the form and related documents 
► User completes that task assigned 
► OnBase executes the completed actions 
► OnBase automates the next steps (based on manual 

tasks) 
► OnBase notifies the user when status changes 
► OnBase sends exceptions for processing 
► OnBase monitors timelines and reminds users 
► Users can access workflows from their OnBase 

interface (Outlook, Unity Client, mobile device, home) 
 A6.3  Add eForms, Approvals and Simple Task 

Management 

Provides the ability for AOT to automate the management of current 
paper-based process steps, leverage information in related line of 
business systems, and store supporting documentation centrally 
within.  Notifications can be automated and triggers can be set 
alerting users of work to be performed.  Electronic forms will allow 
paper forms to be captured electronically and route right into simple 
task management processes automatically. 

Benefits 

 ALL – FHWA Project Authorization EForm & Approval 
 F&A – Exp Req EForms & Approvals 
 F&A – FEMA Grants EForm & Approvals 
 F&A – Muni Prg Grant EForm & Approval 
 HWY – Complaint EForm & Approvals 
 HWY – Waste Borrow & Staging EForms & Approvals 
 MAB – Project Inspect & Acceptance WF 

► ALL – FHWA Project WF 
► ALL – FHWA Voucher Process WF 
► CMB – A/C Conversions Process WF 
► CMB – Contractor Final Estimates Submission WF 
► CMB – Contractor Final Quantities Submission WF 
► CMB – Final Estimates WF 
► CMB – Submittals WF 
► F&A – AR Process WF 
► F&A – Billing Agreement WF 
► F&A – Billing Corrections & Trans WF 
► F&A – Deposits WF 
► F&A – Escrow Reconciliation WF 
► F&A – Exp WF 
► F&A – FAA Billings & Receipts WF 
► F&A – FEMA Grants Process WF 
► F&A – FHWA Modification WF 
► F&A – FRA Billing Process WF 
► F&A – FTA Billing Process WF  
► F&A – Invoice Processing WF 
► F&A – MCSAP Billing Process WF 
► F&A – Muni Prg Grant WF 
► F&A – NHTSA Billing Process WF 

► Documents and business information is created or 
received during the business process 

► As those items are collected, imaging creates the 
associated files and folder in OnBase 

► Files and/or related electronic forms are routed for 
automated review at each level of the individual 
departments, up through final review or approval 

► Supporting documentation is automatically displayed 
for additional data entry or supporting detail 

► OnBase updates the work task 
► Managers can see open or closed task items 
► OnBase automate work process steps (business 

rules) 
► OnBase notifies user when status changes or 

reminds user of ‘snoozed’ items 
► OnBase identifies missing documents or escalates 

incomplete work assignments 
► OnBase provides a daily performance report and real 

time onboarding reviews 
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Opportunity Solution Examples Model Process Example 

► A6.4   Add eWork Management and Process Control 

OnBase Workflow is an automation engine and electronic routing 
system that enables organizations to process work faster and more 
efficiently. A rich set of point-and-click configurable rules and actions 
allows business processes to be quickly automated with no need for 
custom programming. Workflow enables organizations to 
significantly decrease document processing time, increase staff 
productivity and improve input, storage, and retrieval accuracy 
through a simple and flexible user interface. 

Benefits 
 Facilitates business transaction processing by presenting all 

related documents and data to the user 
 Optimizes business processes by providing a framework of 

rules to efficiently route electronic documents and data 
 Promotes accountability by providing detailed auditable history 

to monitor security and employee performance 
 Offers flexible deployment and access across multiple 

interfaces and line of business integrations 
 Enforces consistent business practices, reducing process 

variance and associated risk 

► F&A – Payroll Allocations WF 
► F&A – Payroll Process WF 
► F&A – TSA Billing Process WF 
► HWY – ENVT COE Process WF 
► HWY – NEPA Noise Process WF 
► HWY – Waste Borrow & Staging WF 
► LEG – Contract Initiation WF 
► LEG – Contract Renwwals WF 
► LEG – Contract Update  
► MAB – Appraisal Management WF  
► MAB – Local Proj Bid Mgmt WF 
► MAB – Local Proj Grievance WF 
► MAB – Local Proj Initiation WF (ePlan) 
► MAB – Local Proj Records Audit WF 
► MAB – Local Project Claims Resol WF  
► MAB – Local Project Procurement WF 
► MAB – Local Project RFQ Qualif 
► MAB – Local Project Solicitation WF 
► MAB – Permit Management WF 
► MAB – Project Change Order WF 
► MAB - Proposal Selection Process WF 
► MAB – Right of Way (ROW) Appraisl WF 
► PRJ – Construction WF 
► PRJ – Project Development WF 
► PRJ – Project Initiation WF 
► PRJ – Project Plan Development WF 
► PRJ – Project Selection WF 
► RM – Add Document Request/Issue WF 
► RM – OnBase Alignment w/TAP (State Archives) 
► RM – Public Records Request WF 
►  

► Over 185 pre-defined Rules and Actions make it 
easy to configure Workflow Life Cycles to automate 
business processes 

► Flexible and user-configurable interfaces that can be 
customized and filtered by role 

► Automatic e-mail notifications engage users to 
participate in Workflow when needed 

► Configurable Timers provide automation and 
unattended document processing 

► Role-based Calendars and Load Balancing ensure 
documents are processed most efficiently by 
available users 

 A6.5  Add Policy/Procedure Training & Acknowledgement 

Allows AOT to provide better administrative control and user 
accessibility to user manuals, policies and procedures, job aids, or 
training notices for employees. 

► CMB - Checklists 
► CMB – Const and Regional Manuals 
► MAB – Policies/Procedures for Right of Way (ROW) 
► MAB – Policies and Procedures for Local Project 

Management 
► MAB – Policies and Procedures for Municipally 

Managed Projects 

► Capture policies and procedures electronically in 
OnBase 

► Present policies and procedures to users during 
business processing 

► Use OnBase Document Knowledge Transfer (DKT) 
to present new, existing or updated regulations, 
products, services or communications 

► Users sign off on acknowledgement that they have 
read and received (or understand) the related policy 

► If an employee does not acknowledge the policy in 
the time allotment (business rules), the system 
automatically escalates notification to manager for 
resolution 

► At any time, policy sponsors can access the system 
to see who has/has not reviewed a specific policy 
item 

► Responses are tracked and can be extracted to a 
report for compliance or regulatory inquiries 
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 A6.6  Add Reporting & Dashboards 

Provides AOT visibility into related processes to help track 
accountability and influence business decisions.   With that in mind, 
OnBase Reporting should not be considered an independent 
solution.  Rather, it should be evaluated against related processes 
that require reporting, then incorporated as needed. 

► As workflows and process controls are added, 
consider adding OnBase Reporting to help establish 
accountability 

► As workflows are developed, consider what types of 
reporting will be necessary for each of the processes 

► Build those reports into the processes for visibility 
throughout them as needed 

 A6.7  Add (physical and electronic) Backfile 

By leveraging the updated scan/sweep/barcode process in 
conjunction with the updated backfile process, AOT can simplify the 
storage of historical or legacy business records that need to be 
accessed by users.  Documents can be scanned in as either a single 
file or as individual document types (depending on requirements), 
based on the cost/benefit ratio of classifying documents that may not 
be accessed as frequently. 

► OB – Conversion of DocExpress files to OnBase 
► LEG – Contract Backfile Files & Folders 
► RM – Physical Backfile 
► OB – Conversion of Files on Z and M Drives 

► As physical backfile items are pulled from storage or 
file cabinets, scan on demand into OnBase 

► Consider shredding non-essential documents that 
are not originals or do not require original signatures 

► Maintain the integrity of information at the document 
level, including notes or accompanying related 
documentation 

► Provide secure departmental (and employee) access 
to employee files as appropriate 

► A6.8   Add Full-Text Indexing for Agreements/Contracts 

Feature of OnBase that allows users to perform ‘Google’ type 
searches across documents to find indicators of what they are 
looking for.  This type of search can be added to any OnBase 
archived record. 

Benefits 
 Increase search flexibility by allowing more advanced search 

criteria on documents 
 Improves system search performance on large collections of 

documents 
 Reduces user search time by narrowing results to a 

manageable set 
 Minimizes indexing requirements by making all text within 

documents searchable 

► Once contract files have an established classification 
for OnBase, begin to full text index them upon 
ingestion – this will further enhance their search-
ability and allow users to find certain phrases or 
conditions within them as needed 

► Configure full-text folders based on current document 
types and configurations 

► Design full-text to automatically create a text 
rendition of the identified documents dynamically 
based on business rules 

► This provides users with a consistent, structured 
delivery of the searchable text file 

► Users can search for documents based on words 
within the document as required to find data in large 
documents such as grant files 
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► A6.9   Add Process Control Checklists 

OnBase Checklists for Process Control allows AOT to meet quality 
control objectives while ensuring that processes are completed 
consistently and on time. Using the Workflow and Case 
Management interface, AOT inputs checklist information into an 
easily accessible checklist format. From here, users can view a 
checklist and the steps required to fulfill it. By automatically 
generating electronic checklists. The checklist in OnBase becomes 
the official record of work. The solution allows users to share 
feedback and flag checklists for review, providing key information 
into checklist status and relevant issues. 

Benefits 
 Increases visibility into process performance, providing 

stakeholders real-time insight into status, issues and areas for 
improvement 

 Ensures that steps defined in policies are followed consistently, 
enabling work to be completed on time while meeting an 
expected standard of quality 

 Enforces employee accountability by automating the 
assignment of tasks and tracking task completion 

► MAB – Right of Way (ROW) Checklist for Process 
Control 

► MAB – Local Project Setup Checklist for Process 
Control 

► CMB – Project Box Checklist for Process Control 
► MAB – Construction Checklist for Process Control 

(Phase C) 
► MAB – Local Project Definition Checklist for Process 

Control (Phase A) 
► MAB – Local Project Design Checklist for Process 

Control (Phase B) 

► Replace any existing paper or electronic checklist to 
an OnBase checklist management solution 

► Design and edit all checklist to new format/template 
► Configure the surrounding business workflow 

process for each checklist 

► A6.10   Add Electronic Records Management 

Provides the ability for AOT to track and monitor electronic 
documents that reside within OnBase, as part of the electronic 
OnBase record. 

Benefits 
 Enables complete life cycle management from document 

creation to declaration through final disposition 
 Improves consistency and precision by managing multiple 

documents as a single record 
 Automatically declares documents as records using 

embedded, rules-based conditions 
 Ensures timely disposal of qualified records automatically or 

after required approval 
 Minimizes legal risks associated with accumulation of expired 

records 
 Manages all electronic records within an enterprise OnBase 

ECM solution 

► RM – Add Electronic RM Schedules 
► MAB – Local Project Records Retention  

► Users perform searches to return matches 
► Copies are managed from within OnBase, based on 

retention periods defined by business rules 
► Documents associated with a ‘static’ retention policy  

are automatically marked for deletion after the 
retention period has been met (based on document 
creation or process date) 

► Documents associated with a ‘dynamic’ retention 
policy can route documents through OnBase 
Workflow for review for destruction (based on an 
event, evaluation process or approval 
acknowledgement) 

► The Records Administrator schedules the retention 
process to run and purge documents in OnBase that 
are marked for deletion 

► ‘Disk Scrub’ function can be executed to delete 
documents and prevent files from being retrieved 

► Authorized users can exclude specific documents 
from the retention and purging process to address 
legal or other requirements 
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► A6.11   Add Case Management Capabilities 

Provides the ability for AOT to request a service and send the 
request to the correct team based on the service request type.  

Benefits 
 Provides a consolidated, 360° view of “the case” including all 

data records, related documents and processes 
 Enables creation of high-value, low cost, rapidly deployable 

solutions without custom application programming 
 Maximizes knowledge worker productivity reducing the need to 

search for information across multiple data sources 
 Natively integrated with the OnBase product suite and able to 

leverage all enterprise-class content management capabilities 
 Scales to any size solution, with the ability to create business 

applications that range from departmental to enterprise-wide 

► Here, Hyland recommends a review of existing 
database applications, including spreadsheets and 
Access functionality; items like this can be replaced 
with OnBase WorkView which will allow alignment of 
information silos to be managed alongside their 
related document counterparts 

► Replace any existing electronic or paper forms with 
Unity Forms 

► Configure objects to manage additional details in 
OnBase WorkView 

► Route forms to the correct service team for 
completion based on Service Request Type 

► Notify the requestor of a completed service request. 
► Provide view access for all departments to requests 

► A6.12   Expand Capabilities of OnBase to New Areas 

Continue expanding OnBase to new areas of the organization 
utilizing the features and recommendations listed throughout this 
document to expand to a full enterprise-wide implementation. 

► Once through initial and secondary 
recommendations, consider expanding the use of 
OnBase to additional areas of the organization to 
continue to scale the system (capturing more 
documents and related information), while adding 
process automation to streamline paper-intense and 
ad-hoc processes with many manual steps 
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6  Appendix 

OnBase is a collection of technologies (200+ tools) used to capture, store, access, process, integrate and measure business information across an organization. 
OnBase enables organizations like VT AOT to do more than just capture documents electronically.  It can encourage process flows to become more ‘paper-less’ 
by automating the ingestion and classification documents, to delivering codeless integrations with core systems, allowing users to access supporting documents.  

6.1  About OnBase 

It is important for the reader to understand the framework of a mature ECM solution, as it relates to the priority of the recommended OnBase roadmap (section 3).   
The graphic below depicts the capabilities organizations must work towards to achieve ECM maturity. 

 

The following page maps the modular components of OnBase to the building blocks that are necessary to stand up an enterprise-wide OnBase program at VT AOT.  These categories, 
in combination with departmental opportunities, create a comprehensive view for growing the OnBase program.   These elements align, creating a complete story, based on the 
Opportunity and Solution Detail in section 5.2. 
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6.1.1  OnBase Capabilities 

OnBase is a collection of technologies organizations use to capture, store, access, process, integrate and measure business information. Explained in greater 
detail below, these categories are used in following sections to classify functionality recommended based on VT AOT processes.  OnBase has over 200 
interchangeable and configurable components.1 

Capture Access Integrate Manage Measure Store 

The ability to collect, import 
and index (classify) 
electronic and/or physical 
documents of any file 
type/format into the 
centralized OnBase 
repository. In some cases, 
incoming documents may 
be automatically classified. 

The ability to quickly find 
and view information at the 
point of request from 
OnBase, core business 
applications, via mobile 
device or offline.  
Personalizes the user 
experience allowing for 
integration with core 
applications.  

The ability to link any 
document capture, process 
and/or access step in 
OnBase to other business 
applications. May include 
codeless (configuration 
based) and/or API level 
connections.  Can also 
synchronize data. 

The ability to perform a 
series of steps or actions to 
achieve desired results, 
online. Can help automate 
decisions, exceptions, 
activities, conversations 
and facilitate case mgmt. 
with less manual effort.  
Eliminate time or effort that 
is not value-added.   

The ability to monitor 
and/or report on the 
information and activity 
across the OnBase 
solution.  Enables VT AOT 
to identify and eliminate 
bottlenecks, and prepare 
for audits with insight, 
without involving additional 
resources. 

Allows VT AOT to archive, 
secure and protects 
documents added to the 
OnBase repository during 
its entire lifecycle.  Also 
includes the ability to 
destroy content that has 
reached corporate and/or 
legal retention 
requirements. 

► Document Imaging 
► Scanning 
► Redaction 
► Bar Code Recognition 
► Advanced Capture 
► COLD / DIP 
► Subscription Server 

► OnBase Clients 
► OnBase Unity 
► Mobile Access 
► Integration with 

Microsoft Outlook 

► Application Enabler 
► Office Business 

Application 
► API’s 

► Workflow 
► Case Manager 
► Process Control Cklst. 
► Unity Forms 
► Business Rules 
► Digital Signatures 
► Doc. Composition 

► Report Services 
► Exception Reports 
► Business Activity 

Monitoring 
► Report Mining 

► Document Retention 
► Records Management 
► Authoring and 

Publishing 
► Export 
► Single Sign-On 

 
    

 

 1. More information about the OnBase product capabilities can be found on Hyland Communities (https://www.hyland.com/community/default.aspx) 

Video Resources 

► End User Essentials:  Unity Client 15:  https://training.onbase.com/en/courses/elearning/course?e0U5QjI5REJCLTMxMzYtNDBBNi04M0M2LTFGOERGQzhBMkFBQn0= 
► Quick Look Class:  OnBase 15:  https://training.onbase.com/en/courses/elearning/course?e0VGNzU1RDUzLTY5QTctNDdFMi04RTM2LURBQUI4MDA1NUU1MX0= 

  

https://www.hyland.com/community/default.aspx
https://training.onbase.com/en/courses/elearning/course?e0U5QjI5REJCLTMxMzYtNDBBNi04M0M2LTFGOERGQzhBMkFBQn0
https://training.onbase.com/en/courses/elearning/course?e0VGNzU1RDUzLTY5QTctNDdFMi04RTM2LURBQUI4MDA1NUU1MX0
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6.2  About the Roadmap 

The Roadmap depicts a suggested solution path, including a budgetary timeline for the delivery and application of OnBase technology within at VT AOT.  The 
timeline spans a period 36 months to account for the internal growth of the OnBase program and competing projects.   

6.2.1  How Activity is Prioritized 

The following criteria were evaluated when creating the roadmap to determine priority, estimated duration and impact.  

Consideration Rationale 

Does it align with corporate goals? 

► Does it help VT AOT reach its goals? 
► Does it impact VT AOT’s strategic objectives? 
► Does it align with efforts to drive process excellence? 

► Does it support sustainability?   

This applies to how the projected opportunity/solution aligns with the organization’s goals.  Aligning activities with 
goals was important since this is where AOT is expected to apply time, resources and funding for the future. It 
makes little sense to recommend opportunities/solutions that do not have some association or influence on the 
strategies, which drive the direction of stakeholders and sponsors. In evaluating against these criteria, focus was 
placed on the goals best aligned with the capabilities of OnBase. It is possible the technology will also support 
other goals, yet the goals listed show the areas expected to receive the largest benefits from the technology.  

Are users ready for OnBase? 

► Is there funding?  
► Is there a desire from end users? 
► Is the process ready (maturity level) for OnBase? 

► Is OnBase already in place?  

This applies to how ready the prospective business areas are.  Due to the volume of available opportunities, 
initiatives could be well “fueled” for the next several years. As such, the selection of first projects should be in areas 
that are prepared for the jump in technology, show desire (are vocal) for an upgrade to current opportunities, or 
have started the internal process of business transformation (acceptance to change). This is critical for beginning 
projects to create early successes and positive referrals as the OnBase environment grows. If a business area is 
not “ready” for an expansion of OnBase, it could actually damage long-term efforts of the program. The benefit of 
this classification is it allows AOT sponsors to be selective with early, influential projects that will set the tone for 
OnBase reputation. 

What is the expected value? 

► Can the solution influence revenue? 
► Can the solution lower paper/labor/tech costs? 
► Can the solution positively impact user experience?  
► How many departments/users will be affected? 
► Is the solution a ‘quick win’? 

This applies to how individual opportunities will add value to the organization. Here, past experience and detail 
collected during the onsite assessment was used to establish a given solution’s best use cases. Using common 
return and savings classifications as the basis for rankings, special weight was given to how projected opportunities 
and opportunities/solutions will help drive process excellence.  Opportunities/solutions are expected to drive better 
process excellence were given a slightly elevated ranking to help projects resulting in better service or more time 
(for quicker decisions, improved quality, etc.), bubble to the top of the projected roadmap.     

What is the expected effort/cost? 

► What technical skills are required? 
► What is the business effort required? 
► What vendor professional services are required? 
► What are the expected licensing costs 

(hardware/software)? 
► Is integration with other 3rd party systems required 

(increases complexity)? 

The final consideration used was to determine what the expected effort could be to deliver individual 
opportunities/solutions to business stakeholders. In addition to alignment with VT AOT goals, this was a primary 
factor in determining roadmap order as it directly influenced which projects are recommended in the OnBase 
program. Where applicable, it is always best to expand an OnBase program by leveraging existing investments 
(licenses already purchased) and/or starting with projects that are less complex to implement. As the program 
gains some momentum, VT AOT can open it up to take on larger scale projects that will have a greater demand on 
resources.   
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6.3  Keys to a Sustainable OnBase Program:  People 

Investment in people, process and technology will be critical to encourage document management and workflow growth, execute the included roadmap and enable 
long-term success (stability). This section quickly introduces the commitments and activities commonly adopted by peer organizations seeing successes in the 
delivery of OnBase and related workflow campaigns.  

6.3.1  Building/Growing the Team 

VT AOT will need to continue building an internal (OnBase) team to fully benefit from available opportunities and ultimately, lower the total cost of ownership.  This 
team should consist of members on the Records Management team (2-3) to support the program overall, and also include individuals within each 
department/division at AOT as necessary to be a main point of contact when performing discovery, implementing, testing solutions or building solutions/supporting 
infrastructure.  It will be important to consider this team more than just ‘scanners and indexers’. 

Hyland Note: While VT AOT does not have specific ECM career tracks today, Hyland recommends that the OnBase Team be staffed with resources that have IT skills, OnBase specific skills, and 
OnBase specific training and certification requirements.  To support this effort long-term, Hyland suggests that AOT consider creating job classifications (for general business operations, IT and 
related departmental positions), geared towards investing and developing center of excellence with regard to ECM.  These positions should incorporate OnBase skill with business and IT skills.  

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 

Add Leadership and Admin Roles 

► Start with (1-2) dedicated resources on the team 
► Dedicate at least (1) resource to application administration 
► Provide at least (1) resource to server administration 
► Dedicate at least (1) resource to act as the point of contact 

for process knowledge, centralized (or departmental) 
scanning and indexing functions, or business analyst 
functions 

► Dedicate at least (1) to overall program management 

Lead with Admin and Leadership resources (below) 

Add Build Resources 

► Follow with build resources such as project managers, 
functional analysts or solution engineers  

► Add additional members to scanning and imaging teams 
► Use Hyland to support (OnBase) conversion, access and 

workflow projects   

Evaluate (core) team size when expanding every 3-4 
departments at AOT 

Get Team Members Trained 

► Create user accounts on Hyland Community 
► Create users accounts on Training.OnBase to access ‘free’ 

content 
► Develop a training plan by role, for team members 
► Add OnBase ‘premium’ content 
► See recommendations for AOT in sample team training 

table section 6.3.4   

Send at least two (core team) members to CommunityLIVE 
and TechQuest events that Hyland sponsors annually 

Why Hyland Recommends this Approach:  

1. VT AOT should expect Hyland to play a large role in the assistance for planning and execution of initial solutions (projects). For internal resources, this is a great time to develop internal skills, learning 
directly from Hyland resources in a real-world classroom. To best capture this value, AOT resources must be identified early to maximize knowledge transfer and ready resources to provide ongoing 
support and maintenance for the solution after project completion.  

2. Admin roles are necessary to care for the application and to support OnBase applications as they are developed.  Refer to the OnBase Application Administrator plan sample in Appendix, section 6.6. 
3. Once initial solutions are deployed and are in active use by business areas, the focus of AOT team should transition to production support and maintenance. Here, it may be possible to leverage the AOT 

OnBase team to begin support of the solution. For example, this group may be trained to handle simple requests such as password resets and common hardware (scanner) maintenance issues to start.  
After the solution is stabilized in production it will require minimal daily production support.  

4. To take true ownership of OnBase solutions, AOT needs to prepare itself to support implemented solutions AND build new solutions moving forward. A typical ‘build’ team consists of the following core 
resource roles: Project Manager, Functional/Business Analyst and Solution Engineer. A single resource may fulfill multiple roles on a project as AOT grows this team.  Analysts can exist at the department 
level and can act as a liaison for the OnBase Team. 
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Roles & Expected Responsibilities 

The following table defines the roles and responsibilities for standing up an OnBase program.  Roles have been aligned with VT AOT on resources where 
appropriate.  It is important to note that individuals may have to fill more than one role. 

Leadership Administrative Build Supporting 

► Executive Sponsor 
(VT AOT:  TBD) 
 Sponsors the OnBase Program 

 Sets strategy, goals and vision 

 Communicates value to users 

 Inspires commitments 

 Sets budgets/secures investments 

► Business Sponsor 
(VT AOT:  TBD) 
 Sponsors the OnBase program locally 

 Defines business goals 

 Inspires user commitments 

 Drives business transformation 

► Program Lead 
(VT AOT:  Helen Linda) 
 Sets OnBase strategy, goals and vision 

 Sets OnBase technical architecture 

 Oversees the OnBase team 

 Oversees OnBase controls 

 Oversees OnBase taxonomy 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hyland Notes:  
 
Invest in these roles early. Most OnBase 
projects are impacted negatively without visible 
support/backing of internal sponsors that are 
well-liked across the business. 
   
Influence is a key differentiator. Resources 
(especially sponsors) will ensure that business 
decisions are made quickly.  This trait is also 
very helpful to encourage business 
transformation (change) that is often common 
with the introduction of new technologies.    

► OnBase Application Administrator 
(VT AOT:  Joe Hatch) 
 Manages general config. for OnBase 

 Manages general perf. for OnBase 

 Provides high-level admin/maint/support 

 Owns (OnBase) solutions, locally 

► OnBase Work Mgt. Administrator 
(VT AOT:  Joe Hatch) 
 Manage workflow config. in OnBase 

 Provides high-level admin/maint/support 

 Owns (OnBase) workflow solutions 

► OnBase Imaging and Indexing 
Specialists 
(VT AOT:  Records Management) 
 Manages capture config. in OnBase 

 Executes capture process/scanning 

 Classifies/indexes content into OnBase 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hyland Notes: 
 
Hyland may provide professional services here 
until VT AOT builds and trains the internal team. 
 
Experience is valuable, but not necessary.  If 
experience is not an option internally, best 
demonstrated practice is to go for capable, 
passionate resources. 

► Project Manager 
(VT AOT:  Helen Linda) 
 Project lead and team coordination 

 Manages scope/resources/time/budget 

 Administers project controls/status and 
change issues/management 

► Analyst 
(VT AOT:  Helen Linda + Others) 
 Supports discovery/recording of 

business requirements 

 Brokers communication between 
business and Sys Admin(s) 

 Leads solution testing, training and 
release activities 

 (optional) Supports solution discovery, 
configuration 

► Solution Engineers 
(VT AOT:  Joe Hatch + Others) 
 Provides solution discovery/design 

 Provides base configurations (e.g. doc 
types, keywords, security) 

 Configures capture/import methods 

 Configures work mgt. processes 

 Provides functional, regression and 
migration testing 

Hyland Notes:  
 
Hyland may provide professional services here 
until VT AOT builds and trains the internal team. 
 
Business and technical skills are both required. 
The very best OnBase team resources possess 
a “hybrid” of business and technical skills. 
Business skills help to ensure that the right 
OnBase solution is designed, while technical 
skills ensure that the best technology is used to 
minimize effort and maximizing solution 
performance. 

► Business Liaison 
(VT AOT:  TBD) 
 Business process 

requirements/definition 

 Testing/training and release support 

 Full process ownership for department 

 Scan/Index as necessary 

► Records Analyst 
(VT AOT:  Helen Linda) 
 Business records definition (taxonomy) 

 Administer retention policy 

► Application Analyst 
(VT AOT:  Helen Linda) 
 Manage/support business applications 

 Drive conversations between teams 

► Database Analyst 
(VT AOT:  TBD) 
 Database server setup and 

administration 

 Database backup policy ownership 

► Network Infrastructure Analyst 
(VT AOT:  TBD) 
 Network design and architecture 

 OnBase server setup and administration 

 OnBase envt. (DEV, TEST, TRAIN, 
PROD) support 

► Security/Compliance Analyst 
(VT AOT:  TBD) 
 Set corporate compliance strategy 

 Set legal, policy & procedure reqmts. 

 Set security roles, rights and restrictions 

► Reporting Analyst 
(VT AOT:  TBD) 
 Report design and architecture 

 Reporting setup and administration 

 Services to administer reports 

► Vendor Services (Hyland) 

 Services to discover, design and build 
solutions 
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6.3.3  Training and Education 

An element that is critical to the success of any OnBase solution is the (staff and) users’ ability to effectively and proactively work in the software on a daily basis.  
OnBase training is designed to introduce users to the basic features of the OnBase solution.  Properly trained staff and end users are more likely to embrace a 
new OnBase solution, leading to greater adoption rates, more success and faster ROI.  Hyland offers a variety of training methods, as identified below. 

Training Source Overview 

Hyland Community 

https://www.hyland.com/community  

The Community site contains functional and technical information about OnBase including Modular Reference Guides (MRGs) for all 
OnBase modules.  It also provides the ability for professionals to communicate and share information.   

Training.OnBase.com 

https://training.onbase.com/                   
https://training.onbase.com/Premium.aspx  
https://training.onbase.com/MyTeam 

The training site contains training class schedule and information on certifications as well as additional courses available.    

Premium Services is a section of the training site that provides unlimited access to training and education video content including recordings 
of past TechQuest sessions for one annual fee, based on organization size. 

Certifications 
Hyland’s industry-recognized certifications are the cornerstone of OnBase success. Certifications enable those who administer, design, or 
implement OnBase to gain the competitive and technical capabilities that drive results. 

Courses 
Instructor-led certification courses are available onsite at Hyland headquarters, at regional locations or at your organization. Also available 
are online, self-paced curriculums.  

Professional Development 
Provides the knowledge needed, whether installer, workflow expert, case-based solution expert, or to maintain infrastructure or enterprise 
integrations. 

Premium Subscription 
One subscription provides a year of online, role-focused training for anyone in the organization. Courses are typically an hour or two or less, 
and contain industry content typically only available at conferences. 

Web-Based Training 
No cost eLearning products that prepare for upcoming certification training, or core OnBase concepts in a five-minute Quick Look courses, 
or self-paced OnBase module courses. 

Hyland Conferences 

https://communitylive.onbase.com/  
http://techquest.onbase.com/ 

CommunityLIVE 
OnBase CommunityLIVE! is Hyland’s annual user conference that is attended by end users worldwide. The event provides an opportunity to 
learn about new features & modules, obtain re-certification and interact with other OnBase professionals from across the globe. The event is 
held at a location in the U.S. in late September annually.   

TechQuest 
A technical conference held at Hyland Software’s World Headquarters several times a year (usually March, July and November).  The event 
provides attendees with direct access to a variety of live technical classes as well as access to OnBase developers and solution 
implementers for more personalized questions and advice.   

 

  

https://www.hyland.com/community
https://training.onbase.com/
https://training.onbase.com/Premium.aspx-
https://training.onbase.com/MyTeam
https://communitylive.onbase.com/
http://techquest.onbase.com/
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Sample Team Training by Role 

Role Overview 

Core Skillset for All Employees 
► Intro to OnBase:  Premium  
► End User Training – Unity Client:  WBT 

► Pre-Installation:  WBT 
► System Administration:  Classroom 

► Unity Client:  Premium  

Administrative 

OnBase Application Administrator 
(Lead) 

► Admin. Task Card Services:  Quick Look 
► Integration for MS Outlook:  Premium 
► Troubleshooting the Web:  Premium 
► Unity Client & Updates:  Premium 
► Scanning Tips & Tricks:  Quick Look 
► User Exp:  Quick Look 

► Microsoft Office and OnBase:  Premium 
► Keyword Best Practices 1 & 2:  Premium 
► Adv. System Administration:  Classroom 
► Preparing for Workflow:  eLearning 
► Technical Toolbox:  Quick Look 

► TechQuest:  Conference/5 Days 
► Upgrading OnBase:  Quick Look 
► OTTC:  Conference/5 Days 
► Auton. IDOL & OnBase Intro:  Premium 
► Leveraging Report Services:  Premium 

Administrative 

OnBase Application Administrator 
(Supporting) 

► Admin. Task Card Svcs:  Quick Look 
► Integration for MS Outlook:  Premium 
► Troubleshooting the Web:  Premium 
► Unity Client Updates:  Premium 

► User Experience:  Quick Look 
► Scanning Tips & Tricks:  Quick Look  
► Microsoft Office & OnBase:  Premium 
► Auto. IDOL and OnBase Intro:  Premium  

► Leveraging Report Services:  Premium 
► Preparing for Workflow:  eLearning 
► OTTC:  Conference 

Administrative 

Work Management Administrator 
(Lead) 

► Unity Client Updates:  Premium 
► Preparing for Workflow:  eLearning 
► Unity Forms, Adv. Features:  Premium 
► Basic E-Forms:  Premium 
► Unity Forms, Introduction:  Premium 
► Unity Forms:  Quick Look 
► Workflow, Workflow Studio:  Premium 

► Introduction to Workflow:  Classroom 
► Workflow Q&A:  Quick Look 
► Adapting to App. Server WF:  Premium 
► OnBase Forms:  Classroom 
► Custom Act. in Unity Forms:  Quick Look 
► Best Practices for WF Imp.:  Premium 
► Leveraging Report Services:  Premium 

► Business Process Mgt.:  Premium 
► TechQuest:  Conference 
► Enhancing WF Performance:  Premium 
► Workflow Design:  Classroom 
► Workflow Discovery Tech.:  Premium 
► Upgrading Workflow Admin.:  Course 

Administrative 

OnBase Imaging and Indexing 
Specialists 

► Introduction to Document Imaging:  eLearning 
► Scanning Tips & Tricks:  Quick Look  
► AutoFill Keyword Sets:  Premium 

► Virtual Print Driver:  WBT 
► Advanced Capture, Basic Config:  Premium 

► Advanced Capture:  Classroom  
► Advanced Capture:  Quick Look 

Build 

Project Manager 

► Unity Client Updates:  Premium 
► Project Methodology:  Premium 
► Preparing for Workflow:  eLearning 
► Basic E-Forms:  Premium 

► Introduction to Workflow:  Classroom 
► Workflow Discovery Techniques:  Premium 
► Best Practices for WF Imp.:  Premium 

► External Sets:  Premium 
► OTTC:  Conference 
► Management Dashboards:  Premium 

Build 

Analyst 

► Unity Client Updates 
► Folders in OnBase 
► User Experience:  Quick Look 
► Bus. Intel. with Report Services:  Premium 
► Business Process Mgt. (BPM):  Premium 

► Evaluating Your OnBase Solution:  Premium 
► Automated Indexing:  Premium 
► Leveraging Report Services:  Premium 
► DDS and Platter Management:  Premium 

► Preparing for Workflow:  eLearning 
► Basic E-Forms:  Premium 
► Introduction to Workflow:  Classroom  
► Management Dashboards:  Premium 

Build 

Work Management Engineers 
(Supporting) 

► Unity Client:  Premium 
► Unity Client Updates:  Premium 
► Preparing for Workflow:  eLearning 
► Workflow, Workflow Studio:  Premium 

► Unity Forms, Adv. Features:  Premium 
► Basic E-Forms:  Premium 
► Unity Forms:  Quick Look 
► Introduction to Workflow:  Classroom 

► Workflow Q&A:  Quick Look 
► OnBase Forms:  Classroom 
► Best Practices for WF Imp.:  Premium 
► Workflow for Discovery Tech.:  Premium 

Supporting 

Application Analyst 

► API Training:  Classroom  
► Introduction to Unity/API:  Premium 
► API Tips and Tricks:  Premium 
► API Enhancements in OnBase:  Premium 

► Advanced Unity API:  Premium 
► Application Enabler:  Classroom or 

Conference  
► Application Enabler:  Premium 

► Preparing for Workflow:  eLearning 
► WF Scripting for the Enterprise:  Premium 
► TechQuest:  Conference 

Supporting 

Reporting Analyst 

► Business Intel. with Report Services:  
Premium 

► Database Reporting:  eLearning 

► Exception Reports:  Quick Look 
► StatusView:  eLearning 

► StatusView:  eLearning 
► Leveraging Report Services:  Premium 
► Management Dashboards:  Premium 

Premium=Premium Subscription, Quick Look=Online Quick Look Courses at training.hyland.com,  Classroom=classroom training at Hyland or customer site, Conference=CommunityLIVE! or TechQuest 

Hyland Note: Each member of VT AOT OnBase team should establish access the Hyland Community.  Please work with the Hyland to define VT AOT final training strategy.   
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6.4  Keys to a Sustainable OnBase Program:  Process 

In addition to people, successful (OnBase) programs endorse the processes and procedures (controls) to ensure solutions are on-point. It is common for 
organizations to overlook the importance of such controls, though they are necessary to maintain a healthy and sustainable (OnBase) program. Having the proper 
controls in place will allow VT AOT to thoughtfully introduce and support new OnBase solutions in production settings.  

6.4.1  Program Controls 

Using the table below, the easiest way to introduce controls in a developing (OnBase) program is to model it after programs applied to other critical systems used 
by VT AOT, such as existing LOB’s. Assuming these controls meet requirements, VT AOT can reuse such policies for the management and support of OnBase.  
The key here is to have the strategy in place and make sure a process is place to guide each of the activities listed in the table below.  Introduction of the controls 
below will help to protect the integrity of planned solutions.  

Hyland Note: All program controls are not required day 1, but should be addressed over the life cycle of the Roadmap.  Start this activity as part of Step 2: Ready the Environment.  

Program Control Examples 

IT/Business OnBase 

Standard IT Controls 

► Business Continuity and/or DR Planning 
► Capacity Planning 
► Security Planning 
► Technology Roadmap 
► Technical Training 
► Work Order Process (Change Process Controls) 

Standard OnBase Controls 

► Classification/Taxonomy (section 6.5, Taxonomy and Classification) 
► Information Inventory 
► Records Retention (Management) Policy 

Standard Business Controls 

► Access and Security 
► Enterprise Roadmap 
► User Testing Plan 
► User Training Plan 
► Liaisons and SMEs 

Important OnBase Controls 

► Change Control Policy 
► Incremental Release Strategy 
► Migration Strategy (DEV -> TEST -> TRAIN -> PROD) 
► Training Program 
► Upgrade Strategy  

6.4.1.1  Taxonomy and Classification 

An important task for VT AOT moving forward will also be to re-develop and expand the current inventory and taxonomy for business records managed across 
individual locations. By completing this, VT AOT will better understand the type of (information) assets they have and the value of those assets across business 
areas.  Taxonomy (inventory) re-classification is necessary for VT AOT as it will make the current OnBase implementation easier to use and it will allow that 
information to be shared across departments.   
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Recommended Taxonomy Actions 

Action Supporting Detail Key Points 

1  Establish a Committee  
 

Though this activity can be led by the (OnBase) project team, it will be important to 
involve the business as the primary source for document types and related 
classifications.  Involving the business in the process will also help ensure there is 
vested interest in the solution day forward.   

► Start with (2-3) resources on the OnBase team 
► Supply at least (1) resource from each dept. as a 

liaison 
► Define a weekly/biweekly schedule to communicate 

status and review progress.  

2 Create the Inventory 
This activity will focus on knowledge experts within the business areas to identify the 
type(s) of information used within the business process, and to supply examples.  The 
(OnBase) project team will then translate this into the solution(s). 

► Use existing file shares to identify content  
► Reference ‘Recommended Inventory Build Steps’  

 

Example Taxonomy Build Steps 

Action Process Diagram 

1  Create the Inventory (what are the document types used today?) 

► Find and records all document type instances in the taxonomy tool (spreadsheet) 
► For each document type, identify:  what is it, when is it used in the process, who owns it, who can access it 
► For each document type, identify:  keyword/index values (metadata) 

 

2  Filter and Clean the List (do duplicates or outdated references exist?) 

► Combine duplicates into single records 
► Build ‘classification’ or ‘naming’ standards, what information is similar/consistent? 
► Is this document or classification still needed? 

3  Organize and Group the List (how can it be shared across the business?) 

► Organize documents hierarchies (folder level, document level, keyword level) 
► Make those classifications work in OnBase 

4  Review and Approve 

► Finalize new/updated taxonomy inventory 
► Use agreed upon/approved configurations as a guide and configure in OnBase 

Hyland Note: The execution of taxonomy activities can be time-consuming and internal resource intensive.  To make sure classifications ‘work’ across the business, it will be important that individual business 
units are involved in the collection, filtering and review processes.  

The output from this exercise should be recorded in a tool (e.g. Microsoft Excel).  Hyland services can assist with discovery and foundational tasks in defining taxonomy if AOT requires it. 
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Supporting Taxonomy Detail 

The following depicts key questions to consider when building a taxonomy inventory. 

What is it? When is it used? Who can access it? Who owns it? 

► What is the item called? 
► Does it have an alias? (form number, etc.) 
► Is it part of a record? (dept/emp. folder) 
► What is its format? (paper, pdf, other) 
► What is its source? (email, mail, etc.) 
► Is it structured or unstructured? 
► What metadata exists? (kw, indexes) 

► Is any metadata required? 

► What is the repository for the item? 
► Is it a primary document as a part of any 

work processes? 
► Is it a supporting document in any work 

processes? 
► How else is it used? 

► What internal users access this asset? 
► What external users access this asset? 
► How do users access this item today? 
► Does any information need to be hidden 

for certain users? 
► What are the security demands? 
► Who can modify this item? 

► Who is the primary owner? 
► Who is the secondary owner? 
► Is this asset part of a retention policy? 
► Is this asset part of a legal record? 

Supporting Taxonomy Use Cases (Records Retention) 

Creation of the Taxonomy is closely aligned with developing and maintaining Records Management (retention) policy in OnBase. When ready, add the following 
attributes to defined records in the Inventory mentioned above. Once completed, mappings can then be translated into OnBase configurations.  

Key Questions for Records Retention 

Preparing for Records Retention  
 

► What is the content type and metadata associated with the record(s)? 
► Who owns the content during business use and after? 
► When is this item used by business users? 
► What are the retention requirements? 
► What system will “own” this asset (e.g. SharePoint, OnBase, Line of Business, etc.) 
► Determine how records are collected, managed and destroyed 
► Determine roles and responsibilities by content type 
► Create processes and steps for business areas to define new records for addition to a defined policy 

► Establish a retention parameter based on (A) legal requirement, (B) business tolerance, or (C) IT thresholds for tiered storage 
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6.4.1.2  Best Practices for VT AOT 

The following sub-sections represent best practices Hyland is recommending which are based upon the analysis of the AOT environment.  Following these best 
practices will result in longer term stability and success of selected solutions. 

Document Type Groups, Document Types 

A document is a piece of information that AOT has chosen to store electronically in the system. Letters, contracts, scanned images of contracts, photographs, and 
email messages are all examples.  Documents in OnBase can be retrieved based on Keyword Values that are associated with the document.  

A Document Type Group (DTG) represents a logical grouping of Document Types (DT) in the OnBase database.  Document Type Groups allow OnBase to 
organize, search for, and locate a document more efficiently.  They also provide a means of applying customized archival and security characteristics to a group of 
Document Types. For example, certain User Groups can be restricted from accessing a group of Document Types by configuring specific user group 
characteristics. Additional characteristics can be configured to restrict the method of retrieval available to the Document Type. 

Document Type Discovery Questions  

Create the Inventory  

- what are the document types used today? 

► Find and records all document type instances in the taxonomy tool 
► For each document type, identify:  what is it, when is it used in the process, who owns it, who can access it 
► For each document type, identify:  keyword/index values (metadata) 
► This activity will focus on knowledge experts within the business areas to identify the type(s) of information used within the business 

process, and to supply examples.  The OnBase project team will then translate this into the solution(s). 

Filter and Clean the List  

- do duplicates or outdated references exist? 

► Combine duplicates into single records 
► Build ‘classification’ or ‘naming’ standards, what information is similar/consistent within the department? 
► Is this document or classification still needed? 

Organize and Group the List 

- how can it be shared across the business? 
► Organize documents hierarchies (folder level, document level, keyword level) 
► Make those classifications work in OnBase DEV 

Review and Approve 
► Finalize new/updated taxonomy inventory 
► Use agreed upon/approved configurations as a guide and configure in OnBase (work with the OnBase Team) 

Document Type Standards Document Type Considerations 

► Begin with calling the Document Type Group what it is within the department – if a prefix for the 
department is needed, add it to the beginning of the DTG name  

► Keep in mind that some documents may ‘cross’ department ownership; in cases like this, make 
the DTG more generic in nature and use keywords to differentiate the specifics of each  

► Best practice is to develop Document Type Groups based on department names to help maintain 
a decentralized administration approach 

► Put documents within the Document Type Group of the department that creates or originates the 
document within AOT (who owns it) and set security to allow other departments and users use it 
(permissions will be based on the rules of the business process)  

► Address batch type processes as their own disk group (if/when necessary) 

► Creation of the DTG’s and DT’s are closely aligned with developing and maintaining Records 
Management (retention) policies in OnBase. When ready, add required attributes to defined 
records in the Inventory, then map to OnBase  

► DTG and DT discovery activities can be time-consuming and internal resource intensive.  To 
make sure classifications ‘work’ across the business, it involves individual business units in 
collecting, filtering and reviewing processes 

► The output from this exercise should be recorded in a revisable tool, such as a Taxonomy 
Classification or other enterprise-wide resource that can be shared with the OnBase Team 

► Differentiate keyword additions on documents based on different business processes – use 
the same document, but modify workflows to accommodate 

► AOT must have a well-defined process for communicating with OnBase Administrators these 
best practices 

A sample Taxonomy Workbook has been provided as a supplement to this document in the Appendix. 
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Keywords 

Keyword Types and Keyword Values provide the ability to assign descriptions to documents.  Effective indexing and classification of Document Types is essential 
for efficient document management and retrieval.  Every Document Type in OnBase has associated Keyword Types.  A Keyword Type may be used for many 
different types of documents.  For example, you can use a Keyword Type Amount for almost any Document Type for which you need to store an amount.   When a 
document is indexed, its Keyword Types are assigned Keyword Values.  A Keyword Value is the specific value that helps to identify documents in OnBase. 

Keyword Standards Keyword Considerations 

► When performing discovery for keywords, first determine what the keyword reference is 
► Example:  in a case of ‘date’ – what does this mean to the business?  If it’s a ‘application date’, 

determine if that is descriptive enough for the business process (should it be ‘application received 
date’ versus ‘application entered in system date’) 

► Start with one or two keywords, add standard system keywords (document date), then if there is a 
unique value, identify the primary values that are important to the business process that document 
supports (if applicant ID is not something common to remember, then consider naming it, and 
configure document to look up by name) 

► If a department is interested in adding a new keyword, ensure they are referencing existing 
taxonomy and collaborating to prevent misuse of keywords 

► After developing (about) five (5) keywords, determine if there is a driving need to distinguish more – 
consider workflow to help drive those rules and actions (will there be a need to search for an 
invoice that is $100?) 

► Use both document retrieval (and/or custom queries) and business processes to determine if more 
need to be added)  

► When identifying keywords such as names, the keyword configuration will be dependent on the 
way the document type is being retrieved – in some cases first name and last name can be held 
together, and in other cases it may need to remain separate (no set standard exists as it is 
dependent on the business process)  

► When creating keywords that use keyword data sets, it is critical to ensure the keyword name is 
descriptive enough (department A and department B may use the same keyword, but different 
keyword sets, so be sure to name the keyword differently) 

► The output from this exercise should be recorded in a revisable tool , such as a Taxonomy 
Classification or other enterprise-wide resource that can be shared with the OnBase Team 

► Review additional keyword reference information in Hyland Communities (keyword sets, 
security keywords, autofill keywords, multi-instance keywords) 

► Never over-generalize a keyword (i.e. ‘date’ versus ‘payment date’) 
► Keywords can all be added at a later date – start with less and add more as time goes on 

(it’s easier to ‘add’ than to take away) 
► When developing keywords for the enterprise - the quantity of total keywords is not a 

concern, however, the quantity on each document type should be generally limited to what is 
necessary to find a document at a later time (at a minimum)  

► OnBase Administrators can have access to update keywords on a particular document by 
providing that Admin override permissions to re-index and modify keywords within OnBase 
Configuration, however, it will be important to ensure this document is not being used by 
another department for another purpose prior to enacting a change 

► At the enterprise level, it can be difficult to put standards on keywords because this 
metadata is dictated by the business process on an individual basis  

► AOT must have a well-defined process for communicating with OnBase Administrators 
these best practices 

A sample Taxonomy Workbook has been provided as a supplement to this document in the Appendix. 
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User Group Security 

As each OnBase environment is unique, any changes to an environment should be thoroughly tested in a non-production environment prior to full implementation 
so the impact on business processes can be determined.   

Due to the customization of OnBase, these standards do not represent an exhaustive list of every possible security configuration and should not be treated as 
such.  These recommendations serve as a guide to current best practices for securing OnBase, and implementation of these guidelines will help to increase the 
security of an OnBase implementation and help prevent unauthorized use, minimize excessive administration and data loss.  The recommendations are applicable 
to most OnBase solutions and network environments.    

User Group and Security Standards  User Group and Security Considerations 

► The default MANAGER and ADMINISTRATOR user accounts in OnBase provide full 
functionality in OnBase configuration – secure these accounts by: 
 Changing the default password on both accounts for each dept. DEV system 
 Do not delete these accounts, but rename them if desired (each DEV system account can be 

named differently to maintain consistency – ex. <DEPT>OBMANAGER, <DEPT>OBADMIN) 
 Only authorize a limited set of trusted users to these accounts within the regional DEV 

system (locally assigned OnBase administrators) 
 Do not use these accounts when testing or troubleshooting a situation (in DEV, TEST, PROD 

or any other environment) as they may not reflect the constraints of the user-created account 
 Monitor the logs regularly for unexpected use of these accounts 
 When possible, lock or disable these accounts to prevent misuse 

► OnBase Administrators should regularly view the User Metrics dialog box in OnBase 
Configuration to delete any users accounts that are no longer required 

► When creating User Groups, apply the principle of ‘least privilege’ when assigning various rights 
to user groups – this helps to prevent privilege creep (assigning users additional rights for a 
specific circumstance but failing to revoke them at a later time) 

► Perform a full audit of user and user group rights every six months 

► OnBase Administrators should have full configuration rights in regional DEV, TEST, TRAIN, 
PROD systems 

► Consider using Single-Sign On where applicable at VT AOT to allow authentication of users 
and privileges with existing services without the need for multiple log in’s within each 
instance of OnBase 

► OnBase teams should consider using Active Directory and LDAP authentication schemes to 
that users only need to remember a single password (consider that this will provide the 
ability to implement global security changes to each OnBase system.  If configured 
incorrectly, OnBase can become more vulnerable and users can be locked out of the 
system) 

► Command line switches for logins in OnBase should only be used when required for 
configuration or use of a specific business process 

► Create a separate user account to use OnBase as a Windows service 
► AOT must have a well-defined process for communicating with OnBase Administrators best 

practices for user groups 

► Hyland recommends following role-based security practices 

OnBase Security Best Practices document has been provided as a supplement to this document in the Appendix. 
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Workflow 

OnBase Workflow is an electronic document routing system that enables users to process work more efficiently, faster, and more accurately than with traditional 
paper processing and streamlines collaboration and accelerates the completion of critical business tasks.  Documents enter workflow in a variety of ways: 
electronic forms filled out, input processors, document imaging, or manual import.  Once documents enter workflow, OnBase can prompt users for input or 
automatically process documents based on information such as a keyword, the type of document, when the document arrived, the presence of a supporting 
document, or information from a line of business system.  Documents can be processed with employees handling only exceptions; in a conventional manner, 
where the processing requires heavy human intervention; or by some combination of the two. 

► Export existing workflows (those that are working properly) to each region as a starting point to create workflows 
► Be sure to explore variations in workflows properly across different countries/regions/departments/locations/processes; this includes textual translation (word for word) and 

contextual translation (meaning for meaning) 
► What may ‘appear’ to be working as a global workflow today, may in-fact, be a hindrance as that workflow continues to expand; keep a tab on checks and balances and review 

reporting periodically to see where bottlenecks may occur 

Workflow Discovery Questions 
► Describe the process end to end. What are the goals and objectives of the process?  Do existing process flows exist? (even if documentation is outdated, it can prove to be useful) 
► What measures are used to manage the process? Weekly, monthly measures? Trends?  How are these used?  What are the Key Performance Indicators?  What are the service level agreements? 
► How does the process start?  (What events trigger the process to start?  Is there more than one way the process could start?) 
► How do you know when the process is complete? (What are the determining factors?, Are there different end states for the process?) 
► How does the process get from point A to point B? (Where else might the process go and why?  How do you know when one part is done?  What are the exceptions?  Cycle delays?  Handoffs?) 
► What are roles/duties/tasks? How long does it take?  What tasks do you repeat?  What tasks do you not understand?  When pressed for time, what steps do you skip or work around? 
► Where are the pain points within the process?  (what, where, why, how, who) 
► What does your manager think happens in the process? What really happens?  How does management assess the process? 

► How many people in your area are involved in this process?  (number of people, who are they, what are their roles) 

Workflow Standards Workflow Considerations 

► Workflows should be named based on the type of workflow it supports (prefixing queues with a 
department name or variation of helps to maintain consistency) 

► Workflow queues should be descriptive enough for the users to comprehend and understand 
quickly the actions to be performed within the queue without confusion 

► If the workflow is updating a keyword such as ‘TRANSACTION DATE’ – the workflow should be 
called UPDATE TRANSACTION DATE 

► If users or administrators are confused about the actions being performed in the workflow, then 
the name should be more descriptive 

► Admins should have full access to their local DEV, TEST, and PROD environments for workflow 
development – changes or modifications should be routed through a change request process 

► Workflow is one area at AOT where strong  analysis capabilities  are going to be required for 
each solution developed, in each region 

► OnBase Workflow provides the ability to display “help text” to users and developers when 
using and/or developing Workflow  

► Workflow can used to support system (automatic) updates to keywords,  route or process a 
document based on the Document Type  or Keywords the document contain 

► Workflow can help maintain Records Management (retention) policies in OnBase. When 
ready, add required attributes to defined records in the Inventory, then once completed, 
mappings can then be translated into OnBase configurations.  

The OnBase Modular Reference Guide for OnBase Studio and the OnBase Modular Reference Guide for OnBase Workflow have been provided as a supplement 
to this document in the Appendix. 
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OnBase + SharePoint = Better Together 

Hyland provides a number of tools, including six specific SharePoint tools that AOT can use to join or connect documents and information that currently exists in 
SharePoint to the OnBase system.  AOT should evaluate these SharePoint integrations to align with efforts to replace or enhance the current use of the SharePoint 
environment and support access and capture related activities allowing a range of functions to be completed between the two systems, or display documents (or 
Workflows) in SharePoint web parts that may be customized to the user experience. 

The OnBase SharePoint integrations are outlined below.  More information around OnBase and SharePoint:  Better Together can be found in the Appendix. 

► Web Parts for Microsoft SharePoint:  allows OnBase users to search, retrieve, view, and interact with the OnBase content, automated business processes, and functionality 
they need to perform their day-to-day job responsibilities from within their familiar SharePoint environment. 

► Archive Services for Microsoft SharePoint:  transfers SharePoint content into OnBase to take advantage of advanced enterprise content management, including complex 
workflow processing, centralized records management, and robust storage solutions. 

► Integration for Microsoft Search:  allows users to search and retrieve OnBase content, along with other enterprise sites and repositories, when using Microsoft SharePoint 
Search. 

► Content Connector:  provides the ability to expose batch captured documents at the library and item list level using point and click configurable rules. 
► Ad-hoc Scanning for SharePoint:  provides the ability to scan or sweep documents at the library and item list level. 
► Site Provisioning:  provides site approval and creation directly from OnBase workflow. This provides much needed control around site creation. 

6.4.1.3  Incremental Releases 

There is a common tendency in organizations to attempt too much when delivering initial solution releases for OnBase.  This translates into longer implementation 
cycles, delayed delivery dates and bloated solutions that make it difficult for users to consume. 

There is enough opportunity at AOT to easily fuel a dedicated team of (2-4) resources for the next few years.  To deliver value with an OnBase solution, AOT 
should commit to an incremental delivery strategy moving forward. Because business and technology often change quickly, in order to keep solutions fresh and 
highly optimized, it is important to add capabilities in digestible volumes without wasting valuable resource time and effort on adding functionality that is outdated, 
or does not truly meet the business requirement(s). 

Incremental Release Strategy 

1  Add back end capture and basic document 
access 

2  Add OnBase custom queries, folders, and 
integrations 

3  Add user capture (email, MS Office, other) 
and system output (electronic file) capture 

4  Introduce basic workflow and/or 
collaboration tools 

► Document classification (types, 
keywords) 

► Capture at the end of the work process 
► Back file scan of documents (on demand) 
► Simple document access from OnBase 

► Use of standard document retrieval 

► Folder classification (types, kw, etc.) 
► Custom query access 
► Doc. access via App. Enabler (AE) 
► Document index via App. Enabler (AE) 
► Text rendition of incoming documents 
► Text search w/in archived documents 

► (Start) point-of-receipt doc. import 
► User import from MS Outlook 
► Use of ECM notes/markups and 

Collaboration tools 
► (Start) use of e-forms and workflow to 

help eliminate paper based routing 

► Use of simple Workflow to capture 
► Use of simple Workflow to automate  
► Use of simple Workflow to track, route 

and send documents for approval 
► (Start) integration w/ core bus. apps 
► (Start) use of case management tools 

5  Add full (document) point of receipt capture 
and expand access points 

6  Offer intermediate workflow and/or 
collaboration tools 

7  Expand system-to-system services 
integration, add records mgt. policy 

8  Include advanced workflow, integration, 
automation and/or collaboration tools 

► (Start) front end work process capture 
► Automated capture of incoming email 

docs 
► Add electronic folder configurations 
► Advanced electronic folder configurations 
► Access docs (ent. search, ext. present.) 
► Automated capture and indexing of email 

docs via forms processing 

► Add business rule layers to workflows 
► Add process step layers to workflows 
► Add service-level mgt. and alerts 
► Added reporting & activity monitoring 
► (Start) use of OnBase document 

composition tools 
► (Expand) use of case mgt. tools 

► (Expand) Integration with internal apps 
► (Start) Integration with outside apps 
► Setup of and alignment with doc 

retention policy 
► Setup of and alignment with records 

mgmt. policy 
► Introduction of dynamic records 

management review workflows 

► Adv. automation to layers of workflows 
► Adv. case management tools 
► Adv. monitoring and reporting solutions 
► Adv. integrations with internal business 

apps (API development) 
► Adv. integ. with ext. systems / vendors 
► Fully automated, straight-through-

processing solutions 
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6.4.3  Common Project Phases 

Task Key Participants/Actions Outputs/Dependencies 

Plan 

This task will require AOT to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the 
current information and document management landscape which should 
yield an assessment of all current opportunities as well as identify options 
to consider for new opportunities day-forward.  This roadmap will be used 
to align project priorities for remaining phases of the methodology. 

► Lead: AOT OnBase Team, and/or Hyland Services 
► Key Contributors: Department Liaisons, Management 
► Understand the wants/needs/projects, high level 

process 
► Development of enterprise-wide roadmap 
► Agree to solution project priorities  
► Identify and secure budget, services estimates, 

timeframes 

► OnBase Solution Roadmap 
► High level discovery and identification of all ECM 

related projects 
► Management sponsorship for project priorities is key 
► Communication with users is important so they 

understand where their project (s) may fall overall in 
priority (all staff meeting) 

► Please see the communication plan sample in 
Appendix, section 6.6 for more information 

Discovery 

Requires AOT and/or Hyland Services teams to meet with impacted 
business users to define low-level solution requirements, Solution 
requirements will be used to define the full scope of the project, validate 
budgetary estimates and complete/update the detailed project plan. 

► Lead: AOT Enterprise OnBase Team, and/or Hyland 
► Key Contributors: Department Liaisons 
► Document the current process, requirements 
► Agree to solution scope, inclusions  
► Finalize budget, professional services estimates 

► Solution Requirements Document (SRD) 
► A minimum of (1) Department Liaison per department  
► Management and user participation is key 
► Business users should expect 5-10 days of 

participation per solution1 

Design/Build 

This task will require AOT and/or Hyland Services teams to design and 
build the OnBase solution using low-level solution requirements. 

► Lead: AOT Enterprise OnBase Team and/or Hyland 
► Design and build the OnBase Solution  
► Solutions are configured in OnBase DEV 
► Execute functional testing 
► Present progress (weekly) to collect feedback 

► (Signed) Solution Requirements Document2 
► OnBase Solution delivered for UAT 
► Business users should expect 3-5 days of participation 

to validate requirements, review progress and confirm 
the SRD is satisfied1 

User Acceptance Testing (UAT) 

This task will require AOT and/or Hyland Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) 
to design and execute testing cases to ensure the OnBase solution meets 
business requirements and is ready for a production release to end users. 

► Lead: AOT Enterprise OnBase Team 
► Support:  Hyland Service Teams (opt.) 
► Solutions are migrated to OnBase TEST 
► Design and execute test cases (Liaisons)   
► Design and execute performance test cases  
► Manage/remedy  issue logs  

► (Closed) Solution Requirements Document  
► Delivered OnBase Solution  
► Business users (5-10 days) of full participation1 
► UAT is a minimum of 10 days1 

Hyland Note:  This step is driven by AOT.  External roles at 
Hyland will be to resolve issues during testing. 

Training, Release 

This task will require AOT and/or Hyland Service teams to migrate/release 
the OnBase solution to production.   

This task will also require AOT to communicate updates to the business 
and retrain users as needed.  It is highly recommended that training take 
place by department and includes liaisons to support the transition to new 
configurations.  

► Lead: AOT Enterprise OnBase Team, Department 
Liaisons and/or Hyland 

► Design and execute communication plans  
► Design and execute end user training  
► Provide ‘extra’ training to designated Liaisons on 

TRAIN environment 
► Design and execute solution release 
► Migrate solutions to PROD (Enterprise Team) 
► Execute post-release support (approx. 10 days) 1 

► (Approved) User Acceptance Testing  
► Business users should expect 5-10 days of 

participation to train end users and provide support to 
the release of the solution1  

Hyland Note:  Training end users is a critical task for the 
OnBase team when new solutions are implemented.  
Requires AOT to define training procedures when releasing 
new capabilities to the business. 

Hyland recommends an open ‘training lab’ on laptops 
connected to the TRAIN environment for users to train at 
their convenience. 

Evaluate 

This task will require AOT to validate and revisit the OnBase solution for 
impact/effectiveness.   

► Lead: AOT Enterprise OnBase Team, Department 
Liaisons 

► Revisit trained areas within 30, 60, 90 days (answer 
questions, retrain, and evaluate solution health) 

► Solution(s) should be measured for results 
► Users should be comfortable using solution 

1 The actual number of days for each task will vary by project.  AOT and/or Hyland will estimate the duration/effort during project planning steps. 
2 It will be important for AOT and/or Hyland to manage initial project scope. Best demonstrated practice is to give users time to use the solution as non-essential requirements tend to change after use. 
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6.4.5  Change Management 

Change Management should begin with the planning for a future state OnBase design.  Success for OnBase adoption is an investment in a strategic effort to 
prepare AOT for the coming changes in OnBase.  The first step in creating a change management strategy is to define the barriers for not preparing for the 
change. The diagram below provides information surrounding the success metrics that AOT should consider as part of the overall change management approach 
for the OnBase program.  

Vision Buy-In Readiness Impact 

Define the Vision 

► Is the scope for the OnBase program clearly 
defined? 

► Has the scope been documented and does 
a work plan exist? 

Clarify the Vision 

► Do executives understand the changes that 
will need to be made across AOT?  

► What is the collective understanding of those 
changes? 

► Are users prepared for the changes? 

Executive Buy-In 

► Is there agreement on the business case 
and the investment necessary to 
accommodate the vision? 

► How is support for OnBase being 
communicated from the top down? 

Management (Leadership) Support 

► How are managers showing support? 

► How well are managers demonstrating that 
support? 

Core Team 

► Is there a clearly defined individual and/or 
team responsible for managing the OnBase 
program? 

► Have risks been identified and/or 
communicated?   

► What is the plan to mitigate and manage 
risk? 

Organization 

► What are the roadblocks? 

► How will users be prepared for use of the 
OnBase system? 

Appetite 

► How do the users feel about this program?  
► Is there anxiety or resistance around the 

OnBase effort? 

Relevancy 

► Do users understand the changes that will 
be relevant to them and are there difficulties 
in this acceptance? 

Hyland Note1:  It is important to note here that training does not equate to user adoption.  After users are trained, all that is left is a trained user.  User adoption takes effort and a comprehensive 
strategy that is executed at all levels throughout the organization. 

This also means that in order for users to become trained, the trainer must adopt the system themselves.  At VT AOT, it will be imperative for the training team to become well versed in the OnBase 
application and how it is built and used for AOT.  Dedicating (1) individual to focus on OnBase user and system process training is ideal.   
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6.4.6  Governance and Records Retention 

Collecting and storing data in a uniform, consolidated way is extremely important for an enterprise OnBase program.  Data integrity is controlled by how data is 
governed. In order to keep all information as accurate as possible, since it is sent through many channels, OnBase has been developed to take those extra steps 
into account for governing and ensuring data is stored accurately. Governance is a set of roles, responsibilities, policies, and processes that allow direction and 
control to achieve business goals which contributes to Return-on-Investment (ROI). Governance can identify and reduce inappropriate usage patterns, and 
governance plans ensure that industry best practices are deployed. Governance plans can help an organization avoid content sprawls, maintain a consistent user 
experience, and ensure content quality. A governance plan crosses all organizational layers, including stakeholders, administration, maintenance, strategy, policy 
and support. 

Records retention is another large focus for an OnBase program. OnBase helps to enable uniform compliance of document destruction across the enterprise, 
when and where important. Many times, organizations can be vulnerable during legal discovery when documents are stored past their retention period.  On the 
other side, destroying electronic content prior to final disposition exposes organizations to potential litigation. Manually deleting documents is labor intensive and 
associated costs are high. Document retention is focused on the time-based retention of documents.  Using OnBase Records Management can help to ensure 
documents are destroyed when appropriate within the organization.  OnBase Records Management controls the retention of all associated business records 
securely organized within the OnBase Folders interface. The retention cycle of a folder is triggered by an event (or the passage of time), which ties records 
management strategies into organizational business processes.  

Best Practices 

► Ensure data quality; having records as updated and complete as possible provides for the best solutions 
► Increase access to data across all members for clear communication 
► Obtain a solid leadership sponsorship so it is a team effort 
► Send an electronic questionnaire out throughout the company to find out how different departments interact with data and sites 
► Build a plan and stick to it  
► Put in place metrics to measure success of data governance programs. Metrics can include the number of domains brought under governance, or assessing 

whether data is “fit to purpose” 
► OnBase offers Records Management and Document Retention. Determine which solution better fits AOT needs before going forward 

Considerations 

When AOT begins to expand a data governance plan of any sort, consideration such as the following should be explored.  

► This should not just be an effort on the part of IT, but the company as a whole 
► Sponsors of the program and stakeholders need to be involved, as well. While a governance plan may seem like a daunting task, the reward are worth it 
► A governance plan will affect all of the data and how its organized, which spreads throughout the organization 
► This decision is large and must be carefully and meticulously planned out 

If AOT requires more assistance with governance planning, please contact Hyland (or the curator of this document) for more information. 
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6.5  Keys to a Sustainable OnBase Program:  Technology 

When initiating the OnBase program, AOT will need to ensure the right technical OnBase environment (servers, architecture) exists. The following information 
introduces common OnBase environment attributes and settings to consider during stages of growth.       

OnBase environments deployed beyond a single department will require a minimum of three (3) solution departments; production, test and development. This will 
allow VT AOT to manage separate solution instances with minimal negative impact or downtime to end users. It is expected that the production and test 
environments are standard practice, so the only real consideration here is to include a third environment (or more if required) for a business unit sandbox, for 
technology exploration and idea validation. Most modern technologies provide the ability to host such environments in a virtual setting, which will allow AOT to 
benefit from this configuration while maximizing the associated costs.  

It will be important for the OnBase team at AOT to proactively plan for sizing increases to the OnBase environment.  Consider evaluating sizing requirements every 
six (6) to nine (9) months to ensure the environment is ready for growth.  Choices will greatly depend on the OnBase solutions implemented and the volume of 
documents brought online, paired with the number of users.  These considerations will mainly impact the file, database and web server components within the 
technical environment.   It is also recommended that a disaster recovery and / or high-availability plan is outlined for the OnBase environment.  This will become 
more crucial as solutions multiply and the system transitions into a more mission critical role for the organization. 

Recommended Actions 

1. Evaluate planned OnBase environment 
2. Install the current OnBase release (16+), Unity environment 
3. Create multiple OnBase environments (Dev-->Test-->Train->Prod) to support planned solutions  
4. Schedule a sizing review for late 2018 / early 2019 

6.5.1  Building the Environment 

The following table identifies and provides an overview of the technical components for OnBase.  Additional information about OnBase environments and 
Hardware Sizing can be found in the Appendix, section 6.6. 

Training Source Overview 

Application Server A centralized network service/broker that manages sessions between (A) OnBase Unity users/clients or (B) select OnBase features/servers (i.e. Database, File Server).  

Database Server  The OnBase Database Server is the container for all OnBase document references including keyword/metadata associations and storage locations. The Database also 
manages security settings, workflow definitions and other configuration attributes.  

File Server  The OnBase File Server manages disk groups (where the actual document or file is hosted) in the OnBase system.   

Processing Server An OnBase Processing Server is a designated server or workstation that is configured to execute a defined action or task at a schedule date/time. Examples of OnBase 
Processing Servers may include workflow timers, automated capture or batch capture services.   

Web Server The Web Server is the centralized service/broker that manages sessions for OnBase web clients.  

Gateway (Caching) Server Similar to the File Server, this is used to cache large files locally at remote OnBase locations to speed the retrieval of documents in decentralized OnBase environments.  

Mobile Broker Server The centralized service/broker that manages sessions between (A) mobile users/clients or (B) mobile OnBase features and backend servers (i.e. Database, File Server). 

Thick Client A windows-based desktop (fat) client requiring UNC and ODBC access to OnBase Servers. The Thick Client may be used as a user interface (local users or remote users via 
Citrix/Terminal sessions) or as a processing workstation in the OnBase environment. The OnBase Thick Client currently provides the richest source of OnBase features.   

Web/Thin Client The OnBase Web Client is an html/css-based desktop (thin) client requiring HTTP access to OnBase Web Servers. The Web Client may be used as the user interface to local, 
remote or external OnBase users. The OnBase Web Client currently is the most limited source of available OnBase features. 

Unity Client The OnBase Unity Client is a hybrid desktop/web client requiring HTTP access to OnBase Application Servers.  The Unity Client is primarily used as a user interface for local 
and remote users and is the recommended choice for new OnBase solutions. The OnBase Unity Client currently provides the richest source of new OnBase features.   
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6.5.1.1  Example Premise-Based Architecture Setup 

The following is a representation of what a premise-based OnBase system setup for AOT could look like.  Please refer to the Hardware Sizing Guide, included in 
Appendix, section 6.6 for more information.  
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6.5.1.2  Example Cloud-Based Architecture Setup 

The following is a representation of what a cloud-based OnBase system setup for AOT could look like.  Please refer to the Hardware Sizing Guide, included in 
Appendix, section 6.6 for more information.  
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6.5.2  Supporting the Environment 

Supporting OnBase starts early with gathering requirements to build your system and business process solutions.  AOT’s OnBase Administrator and any outsourced 
OnBase contracted resources should work with subject-matter experts (“SMEs”) gathering business requirements for each business process.  These requirements 
are used to develop the OnBase Business solution.  Once the contracted OnBase resource completes develop of the solution, AOT’s OnBase Administrator and 
SMEs then should be trained in administering the solution.  This administration training should be based on the requirements collected for the solution; ensuring that 
demonstration of each requirement has been met.  Administrator training should be in-depth and provide details around how each requirement was met.  Once 
Administrator training is complete, the SMEs and OnBase Administrator should test the solution in order to gain knowledge of the business process and identify any 
possible bottlenecks or additional development needs.  At the completion of testing, a designated resource should create both a User Guide (for standard users) 
and an Administration guide (for SMEs and OnBase Administrator) as a reference point.   

For additional information and best practices, OnBase Community provides Module Reference Guides (MRGs) that can be leveraged in the use and care of the 
solution. In addition, your organization is assigned a Technical Support team with Hyland’s Technical Support group.  Technical support teams are considered a first 
line of support when an issue may arise in the solution, and attempts to identify and correct have been unsuccessful.  If a Technical Support Team is unable to 
resolve the issue, additional resources may be contacted.  With the knowledge gained from testing, formal OnBase training and the support teams in place, OnBase 
Administrators should be set up for success to support the OnBase solutions for both current and future business needs. 

In addition to training and technical support, the following list includes some best practices for OnBase Administrators to follow when managing an OnBase system: 

► Discover and document business requirements 
► Validate technical specifications and infrastructure requirements with implementation team 
► Support installation of the solution 
► Assist end user training 
► Respond to questions concerning product capabilities 
► Maintain and operate the solution 
► Plan future growth of the system 

In addition to these best practices, the system administrator must be the point of contact for the customer regarding all information related to the hardware, database, 
software, and application of the software. These best practices will allow the OnBase administrator to fulfill responsibilities that pertain to database administration, 
network administration, data storage, security, system maintenance, troubleshooting, training, compliance, and maximizing return on investment. Overall, OnBase 
Administrators should be a reliable resource for the customer and should be knowledgeable with almost any issue. The training and technical support skills should 
lead them to be ley administrators for the customers and for the product.  For more information around support and system administration, please reference the 
System Administration wiki on Community. 

  

https://www.onbase.com/community/usergroup/insurance_vogue/w/ll/1875.system-administration-functions
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6.5.3  Disaster Recovery and Backups 

When it comes to Disaster Recovery Planning (DRP), there is not a universal approach to every OnBase solution. With so many different components, such as 
business continuance objectives, variance in components, and the skill sets of the people involved, communication and being prepared is vital. Everything from user 
errors, failure of process, and single points of failure all are examples of issues that my need a Disaster Recovery Plan. If the DRP process is properly executed, 
risk is mitigated. In general, there is no system safe from failing, but if things are kept up to par and addressed on a routine and regular, the number of potential 
issues that arise can significantly decrease. 

A few best practices for DRP are listed below.  Additional information can be found in OnBase Community, including specific DRP suggestions in the Database 
Reference Guide. 

► Never back up to local disk 
► Back up database to a fileshare, then back the share up to tape 
► Cost justify the network share with lower licensing costs & simpler backups 
► Perform regular fire drill rebuilds and restores 
► Build a standalone restore testbed 
► Keep management informed on restore time estimates 
► Perform regular backups 

Overall, a DRP is something that needs to be completed, and be ready to implement at any time. The main consideration is for AOT to be prepared. If a recovery 
and back-up is prepared and kept up to date, then if something does occur, then less issues will occur and the server can get up and running again without too much 
of a delay, or any. AOT should ensure that backups are regular, and there is an easy way to restore them.  

  

https://www.onbase.com/community/technical_communities/databases/m/reference_guides/15762
https://www.onbase.com/community/technical_communities/databases/m/reference_guides/15762
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6.6  Document References (Supplemental Templates) 

Description Embedded File Description Embedded File 

Hardware Sizing & Resource Guide 
Hardware Resource 

Guide (v15).pdf
Hardware Resource 

Guide (v15).pdf
 

OnBase Security Best Practices 
OnBase Security 

Best Practices (v14).pdf
 

OnBase Application Administrator 
Position Plan Example Sys Admin 

Professional Path.pdf
Sys Admin Position 

Plan.pdf
 

Taxonomy Workbook 
Taxonomy 

Workbook.xlsx
 

OnBase Workflow Overview 
Workflow 

Overview.pdf
 

OnBase and SharePoint:  Better Together 
OnBase and 

SharePoint.pdf
 

OnBase Studio Modular Reference 
Guide OnBase Studio.pdf

 

WorkView/Case Manager WorkView 
Overview.pdf

    

Scaling and OnBase Solution 
Scaling OnBase.pdf

 

Security and OnBase 
OnBase Security.pdf

 

ROI Calculations for AOT 
VT AOT ROI.pdf

 

 

 

 

 


